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Welcome
There’s always a buzz in the air as news of the latest 
harvest starts to come in from our growers; bucolic 
images of ripe, healthy looking grapes, heavily laden 
tractors, tired but smiling faces and pickers’ lunches, 
accompanied by more prosaic but vital stats on pH  
and brix levels and weather patterns during the year. 

It’s a reminder that the fabulous product we work with and enjoy 
is, after all, an agricultural crop, each vintage a new story, bottled. 
The sense of relief at the culmination of a year’s hard graft being 
safely gathered in is almost palpable. So, in this issue we want to 
celebrate the season by enjoying the fruits of our growers’ (and 
buyers’) labour with lots of new wines and producers to explore. 
And we make the most of the season’s eating too with guest 
food writer Rukmini Iyer’s comforting game and celeriac pie and 
wild mushroom, chestnut and leek lasagne; just perfect for the 
richer wines we also like to drink as the nights draw in. We’ve 
tales from the river banks and the wines they provide, tips on 
starting a cellar of your own and answers to the question we get 
asked most by members – to decant or not to decant? Pull up a 
chair and, preferably with a glass of something tasty to hand, take 
inspiration from the pages which follow for the season ahead.

to the autumn issue  
of 1874 magazine

Meet our cover artist 
Hertfordshire artist Nicola Dobrowolski 
produced the papercraft artwork 
throughout this issue, including the 
cover depicting Pedroncelli in Sonoma, 
California. Find out more about her at 
thewinesociety.com/papercraft
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p4 | Societynews
A word from our new Chairman,  
Alan Black, new wines, exploring 
rewilding and the olive harvest.
 
p8 | Falling for North America
Sarah Knowles MW is  
California dreamin’
Missing her usual trip to the States, 
Sarah evokes what it is she loves about 
this fixture in her buying calendar, and, 
of course, introduces us to some great 
new finds on the wine front.
 
p12 | Sustainability in wine
The flair behind the flavour
Managing editor Martin Brown 
examines the challenges facing 
winemakers today and the creative 
solutions they are finding to combat 
these – hi-tech, low-tech or a bit left-
field! Our producers are an ingenious lot.

CONTENTS
p14 | A taste of autumn
Comfort food and your  
favourite wines to match
Rukmini Iyer’s style of cooking  
(she’s the author of the popular 
Roasting Tin series of recipe books), 
seemed just perfect for the dishes 
we crave at this time of year. We’ve 
selected some of members’ favourite 
wines to serve alongside. 

p20 | A fresh look at Australia
Dust off any preconceptions &  
check out what’s been going  
on Down Under!
Freddy Bulmer invites us to cast  
aside outdated impressions of 
Australian wine and to dive into the  
rich diversity of styles and grapes  
now available from this most dynamic 
wine-producing nation.
 
p26 | Cellar starters
How to start your own  
fine wine collection
Hugo Fountain of our Fine Wine Team 
had a head start on laying down wine 
when he was gifted Châteauneuf-du-
Pape as a christening present. He 
shares his passion for cellaring and 
reveals some of his favourite bottles. 
 

p28 | To decant or not  
to decant?
The question most frequently  
asked by members is answered by 
Director of Wine Pierre Mansour.
 
p30 | Under the skin – 
sauvignon blanc
Love it or hate it? Master of Wine 
student Matthew Horsley tells us  
why this most popular grape divides 
opinion and reminds us that it’s also  
the variety behind some of the  
world’s most prized bottles. 

p32 | New horizons
Rivers, and the wines they have 
brought to our door
Sebastian Payne MW tells the stories of 
some of the great wine rivers and their 
role in shaping the wines we love.
 
p34 | Bordeaux communes
Do you know your left bank  
from your right bank?
What is meant by ‘commune’ and what 
are the styles of wines we can expect 
from Bordeaux’s myriad sub-regions? 
Tim Sykes takes us on a tour. 
 
p36 | Autumn savings
Prime the wine rack for the season 
ahead and enjoy some super savings, 
including on a Port and dessert wine, 
courtesy of our producers.

WINE INFORMATION KEY
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SOCIETY NEWS

SocietyNews
Following Sarah Evans’ retirement at June’s AGM, our  
new Chairman Alan Black looks back at her legacy.

If you were unable to join us for our virtual AGM this year, you can still 
catch up with a recording of the evening (visit thewinesociety.com/
AGM) to hear more about the past year’s achievements and plans for 
the future. In the last issue of 1874 we also talked about our Corporate 
Social Responsibility strategy and will be in a position to share more 
detail on this with members soon.

Joanna Goodman

A new Exhibition  
Soave Classico
We are thrilled to tell you about the 
latest addition to our Exhibition range 
which comes from the leading light of 
the region Pieropan. Our buyer Sarah 
Knowles MW worked with the family to 
produce this exclusive blend for us with 
80% garganega coming from a vineyard 
just above Calvarino and 20% trebbiano 
di Soave from the Monte Tondo vineyard 
which neighbours famous La Rocca. 
All the grapes for this stylish, elegant 
almond-scented pure-tasting white are 
farmed organically. Drinking beautifully 
now until 2023. 12.5%  1    

Ref IT32991 special introductory bottle 
price of £12.50 instead of £13.50. 

So much more online
THEWINESOCIETY.COM
We hope you are enjoying using our  
new website, designed to make browsing, 
buying, and maintaining your personal  
details much easier. It’s also somewhere  
you can always visit to find out our latest  
news, learn more about wine, look for  
recipes and make the most of specially 
designed digital tools to help you get the  
best from your membership, such as our  
Food & Wine Matcher and Wine Selector. 
Please do make every use of it and let us  
know what you think. Email memberservices 
@thewinesociety.com
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Alan Black

Sarah Evans, the first woman to 
hold the office, was the 13th 

Chairman of The Society: but there 
was nothing unlucky for The Society 
when she was appointed. I joined the 
Committee in 2009, a few months 
after Sarah took over as Chairman, 
and have seen first hand the 
dedication, commitment and good 
judgment she brought to the role.

She joined the Committee in 1998, 
before The Society had a website; was 
elected Chairman in 2009, when there 
were some 300,000 member shares 
and turnover was around £78 million. 
On her retirement earlier this year there 
were some 480,000 members with 
turnover at £143 million and we now  
win awards as an online retailer. 

In all that time Sarah’s focus never 
wavered from the thing that mattered 
most to her: the members. Growth 
was never an end in itself; it happened 

because the values of The Society 
she loves, and the quality of wine 
and service it provides, are such that 
members tell others. She worked hard 
at ensuring, and leaves a legacy of, 
real professionalism in The Society, 
combined with the style for which we 
are known: friendly, helpful and full of 
integrity. Sarah has ‘The Wine Society’ 
written right through her. 

Sarah is an oenophile: she has a 
wonderfully adventurous and eclectic 
taste in wines, but her eyes never fail to 
light up at a good bottle of white Rhône. 
It is always a joy to taste wines with 
Sarah; she has a wonderfully infectious 
enthusiasm. She loves talking to the 
buyers and learning about wines.

Always one to avoid a fuss being made 
over her, some part of her probably 
relished being able, after the AGM, just 
to fade away, online and away from 
the spotlight, without having to listen to 
everyone praising her. But it is right to 
acknowledge the enormous debt The 
Society owes to her. It has been a great 
pleasure and privilege to work with 
Sarah. We will miss her.

Alan Black was elected to 
the position of Chairman of 
The Wine Society in June 
2021 and will be assisted 
by Eleanor de Kanter as 
Deputy Chairman. Alan 
has a background in international 
law while Eleanor has experience 
in digital strategy, marketing and 
communications. You can find out more 
about the members of your Committee 
at thewinesociety.com/committee

Sarah Evans
WINE SOCIETY CHAIRMAN 2009-2021

by Alan Black, Chairman

Talking wine with members after an AGM, 
something Sarah was denied this year, but, 
never one to seek the spotlight, she perhaps 
appreciated being able to retire quietly, on 
screen, without a fuss being made
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SOCIETY NEWS

The Symington family, whose Douro wines and Ports 
members will undoubtedly already know, have been at 
home in this beautiful part of northern Portugal for more than 
130 years. They take very seriously their responsibility as 
custodians for the land and the people it sustains and have 
won several high-profile awards for the work they do in this 
regard. You can read more about the long and impressive  
list of initiatives in which they’re involved at symington.com. 
The latest of these, in collaboration with Rewilding Portugal,  
is no less inspiring, but has the added benefit of being easy 
to get involved in whilst enjoying an excellent new wine  
into the bargain.

And of course, when it comes to recommending wines to  
our members, no matter how worthy the credentials, it’s 
what’s in the bottle – and in this case, also an innovative  
2.25l bag-in-tube format – which counts above all else!

The Altano range of wines comes from high-altitude vines in 
the Upper Douro, just a few kilometres away from the site of 
the Rewilding Portugal project in the Côa Valley. Grapes from 
this part of the Douro have a distinct freshness about them 
derived from the higher elevation of the vineyards. 

This blend, put together especially for the Rewilding project, 
comes from indigenous varieties touriga franca (for a fresh, 
floral character), tinta roriz (for bright rich, red fruit) and tinta 
barroca (for structure and body). It’s a great introduction to  
the reds from this part of the Douro and their distinctive  
fresh, perfumed, red-fruit appeal. 

As well as pledging €15k a year to Rewilding Portugal, the 
Symingtons will make a contribution to the project with every 
sale of Altano Rewilding Edition, whether the standard bottle 
or the more environmentally friendly bag-in-tube format. 

The equivalent of three bottles, it is easily recyclable,  
has a much lower carbon footprint than the equivalent  
volume in glass, and can be enjoyed over a period  
of 4-6 weeks once opened. 

The whole of the Douro Valley is classed as a UNESCO  
World Heritage site and this ambitious project aims to  
create a wildlife corridor down the length of the Côa  
Valley, providing a haven for native flora and fauna such  
as Iberian lynx, wolves, wild horses and many different  
birds. You’ll find just some of these on the very stylish  
label and packaging of the Rewilding Edition.

Enjoy this fresh taste of the Upper Douro at a special 
introductory price (bottles only), which we are supporting,  
so as to do our bit too. 

The delicious and vegan-friendly Altano Rewilding Edition 
Tinto, Douro 2018 (ref PW9081) is available at the special 
introductory bottle price of £8.50 instead of £9.50. Only one 
bottle per member at this explore price. The 2.25l bag-in-tube 
(ref PW9083) is available at £29.50.

And help with a project to restore a 
120,000 hectare wildlife corridor in  

the Great Côa Valley of northern Portugal.

Explore
Symington’s 
Altano Tinto 
Douro 2018
– THE REWILDING EDITION – 
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LAST WORD

Olive oil
I have long considered good olive oil  

an essential ingredient in our kitchen. 

We usually have spicy Tuscan oil for salads or drizzling on  
fish and The Society’s own label for cooking (ref KI74011, £12.95 
litre). So, it is great news that the 2020 olive harvest in Tuscany 
was one of the most generous in terms of quantity and quality 
in recent years. The dry hot summer meant that the olive fly 
(mosca), which has been a problem in the central Tuscan hills  
in most previous years, was wiped out by a spike of heat at 
exactly the right time.

Buying visits in the Chianti region always remind me how 
fundamental this sort of goodness, known for thousands of years, 
is to almost every Italian. Francesco Giuntini of Selvapiana starts 
the day and each meal with bread and oil. Paolo de Marchi’s 
youngest son, Stefano, would only eat bread and Isole e Olena 
oil for breakfast when young, and the family always took their 
oil with them when they travelled. Giuseppe Mazzocolin of 
Felsina Berardenga has passed control of the winery to the 
next generation, but still controls his real passion, their olive oil 
harvest, bottling separately the four different varieties they  
grow because their different characters suit different dishes.

There are 1.2 million olive groves 
in Italy cultivating 584 varieties  
and close to 150 million trees.  
The cloud on the horizon is 
Xylella Fastidosa, a deadly 
bacterial pathogen which is killing 
trees in Puglia, many of them 
centuries old. As one who has 
stood amazed before an olive 
tree in western Crete which is 
over 3,000 years old (pictured 
above), I hope a cure is found. But 
olive trees are resilient. Years after 
harsh late frosts seemed to have 
killed Tuscan olive trees in 1985,  
they sprouted new growth.

Sebastian Payne
MASTER OF WINE

Elia Vouvon, Greece’s oldest olive 
tree & Freddy Bulmer (Society 

buyer) pose for the camera

Did you know that all our buyers are on Instagram? 
Do give them a follow to keep up with their travels, 
tastings and top tips, especially as they make their 
way back out into the winemaking world. Expect 
behind-the-scenes content, a unique glimpse into 
the life of a Wine Society buyer, news about our 
growers and the occasional insider scoop!

Find them on Instagram: 

Follow our buyers  
on Instagram 
and get the inside track

@pierrethewinebuyer 

@jothewinebuyer 

@timthewinebuyer 

@freddythewinebuyer 

@sarahthewinebuyer 

@marcelthewinebuyer 

@tobythewinebuyer 

@matthewthewinebuyer 
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EXPLORE

NorthAmerica
F A L L I N G

F O R

All the leaves are brown and Sarah Knowles MW is California dreamin’…

I pinch myself when autumn rolls around as it means one of my favourite buying trips is 
nigh. Normally, late October would find me clocking up the miles on Highways 1, 101 or 

128, as I dash from Napa to Santa Barbara and back to Lodi, fuelled by In-N-Out burgers 
and more than my fair share of Holiday Inn and Denny's breakfasts! 

Autumn colours at Tablas Creek8 | AUTUMN 2021



Sarah Knowles
MASTER OF WINE

Charming reds 

NEW  
Dark Horse California  
Malbec 2019
Excellent-value malbec from Beth 
Liston with rich blackberry and 
bramble fruit, soft mouthcoating 
tannins and a vibrant fresh plummy 
finish with just a touch of vanilla. 
Drink now to 2024. 13.5% 
Ref US10161   
£8.25 bottle | £99 dozen

Gnarly Head Lodi  
Old-Vine Zinfandel 2019
Full-throttle, old-vine zin, perfect 
for autumn barbecues with vibrant 
cherry compôte and spiced plums 
on the nose, soft tannins on the 
palate and a sweet core of berry  
fruit and vanilla spice. Drink now  
to 2024. 14.5%
Ref US9711   
£11.50 bottle | £138 dozen

McManis Family  
Lodi Petite Sirah 2019
Generous red commanding 
a loyal following among 
members for its rich and full-
bodied charms and hints of 
chocolate and blackberry fruit. 
Drink now to 2024. 13.5%
Ref US9601   
£11.95 bottle | £143 dozen

Pedroncelli Russian River 
Valley Pinot Noir 2018
An outstanding price for such a 
delicious California pinot. Expect 
a bright redcurrant and berry 
perfume, silky tannins and hints 
of spice and leather on the finish. 
Drink this year and next. 13.5%
Ref US9271 
£12.50 bottle | £150 dozen

Pedroncelli Sonoma County 
Cabernet Sauvignon 2018
Consistently one of the best-value 
California cabernets I try, with 
textbook cedar and cassis aromas 
and hints of leather, violets, and 
blackberry on the well-structured 
palate. A Sunday roast staple.  
Drink now to 2025. 14%
Ref US9871 
£12.50 bottle | £150 dozen

Bogle Vineyards  
California Merlot 2018
Rich in colour and bursting with plum 
and cherry fruit, this velvety merlot 
also offers a little sweet anise and 
vanilla on the finish. Drink now  
to 2024. 14.5%
Ref US9721   
£12.50 bottle | £150 dozen

I love ‘fall’ in the States. Pumpkins adorn every 
winery cellar door, leaves are turning on trees 
and vines, and the last of the grapes are being 
harvested. It’s the best time to get a feel for 
the current vintage and taste the previous 
one, much of it bottled just weeks before  
the tanks were needed once again.

I can’t enthuse enough about our American 
range. The medium-sized, often family-owned 
wineries we follow deliver exactly what we 
want: high-quality, classically styled American 
wines, with the balance to allow the character 
of each region to shine more brightly, and  
a good selection at under £15. Here I've  
chosen old favourites and new finds, with 
mixed cases designed to make your North 
America fix even easier! 

MIXED CASE
FALLING FOR NORTH AMERICA ANYDAY
Discover some of Sarah’s favourites in  
this collection of West Coast reds and whites.

A 12-bottle case containing two  
bottles of each of the following:

RED
• McManis Family Lodi Petite Sirah 2019
• Gnarly Head Lodi Old-Vine Zinfandel 2019
• Pedroncelli Russian River Valley Pinot Noir 2018

WHITE
• Chateau Ste Michelle Columbia Valley Riesling 2020
• McManis Viognier 2020
• Paris Road California Chardonnay 2018

Ref MX21136 | £138
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Characterful whites
Chateau Ste Michelle Columbia 
Valley Riesling 2020
Intense, citrus-scented white  
with notes of peach showing  
why Washington State riesling  
is gaining real traction. Perfect 
with a stir fry or lemongrass-
scented curry. 12% 
Ref US10011   3

£9.95 bottle | £119 dozen

NEW  
Paris Road California 
Chardonnay 2018
A gentle baked-apple, mango  
and vanilla-scented classic that really  
hits the spot if you’re looking for a rich 
soft chardonnay hug, with or without 
food. Drink now to 2023. 14%
Ref US9751  3

£11.50 bottle | £138 dozen

McManis Viognier 2020
Peach and apricot leap out from  
this intensely aromatic white, unoaked 
to retain freshness, with vibrant stone-
fruit flavours continuing to the finish, 
making another glass inevitable.  
Drink this year and next. 13.5%
Ref US10071   2

£11.95 bottle | £143 dozen

Rhône-style reds 
Three wines from much-loved but often over-looked Rhône varieties,  
including one from the Haas family, California’s original ‘Rhône Rangers’. 

NEW  
Cline Ancient Vines Contra 
Costa County Mourvèdre 2018
From vines over 100 years old, this has 
complexity and length. A full-bodied 
wine with blackberry aromas, hints  
of fresh mint, ripe blackcurrant and  
mocha, and a refreshing finish.  
Drink now to 2023. 15% 
Ref US9631     
£14.95 bottle | £179 dozen

 
Tablas Creek Patelin de Tablas 
Rouge Paso Robles 2018
Made by Jason Haas, this southern 
Rhône-style blend from warm 
Paso Robles balances brooding, 
dark-berry and plum with more 
savoury black-olive and soy 
flavours that develop on the 
surprisingly fresh palate.  
Drink now to 2026. 13%
Ref US9931 
£18 bottle | £216 dozen

NEW  
Piedrasassi Santa Ynez Valley 
Sebastiano Vineyard Syrah 2015
Syrah is Sashi Moorman's passion and 
this is shining bright! Violets, mulberry, 
plum and ferrous notes, sinewy tannins 
and an inky palate make this perfect 
for game, slow-cooked stews and wild 
mushrooms. Drink now to 2025. 13.5%
Ref US9911 
£28 bottle | £336 dozen

Tablas Creek Patelin de Tablas 
Blanc Paso Robles 2019
Complex, elegant blend of grenache 
blanc, viognier, marsanne, roussanne  
and clairette, with hints of sage, thyme, 
peach, apricot and flaked almonds.  
Decant and let the aromatics unfurl!  
Drink now to 2025. 13% 
Ref US9921  2

£18 bottle | £216 dozen

The Eyrie Vineyards Willamette 
Valley Pinot Blanc 2019
A delicious Oregon oddity! This 
ageworthy, mineral-driven pinot blanc 
offers green-apple and tart nectarine, 
depth and balance. This will develop 
further richness and nuttiness with time. 
Drink now to 2026. 13% 
Ref US9541  1

£22 bottle | £264 dozen

NEW  
Longevity California  
Chardonnay 2019
Winemaker Phil Long (right) 
is very hands-on, producing 
only a few thousand cases 
annually across the range. This 
chardonnay is full-bodied and 
generous, infused with vanilla, 
honeydew melon and baked 
apple. Drink now to 2023. 13.5%
Ref US9951  2

£12.50 bottle | £150 dozen

NEW  
Frei Brothers Russian River 
Valley Sauvignon Blanc 2020
This is an effusive, elegant and truly 
Californian expression of sauvignon 
blanc. Its vibrant passionfruit and 
elderflower aromas leap from the  
glass, while the palate is dry and crisp.  
Drink now to 2023. 14.5% 
Ref US10301   2

£14.95 bottle | £179 dozen

NEW  
Wente Vineyards Morning  
Fog Chardonnay 2019
Very well-balanced California 
chardonnay with apple and 
pear fruit, subtle spice and a 
refreshing dry finish. Drink  
now to 2024. 13.5% 
Ref US10051  3

£14.95 bottle | £179 dozen
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MIXED CASE
FALLING FOR NORTH 
AMERICA’S FINEST
Sarah's pick of charming chardonnays 
and pitch-perfect pinots. 

A six-bottle case containing one 
bottle of each of the following:

RED
• La Crema Monterey  

Pinot Noir 2017
• Lemelson Thea's Selection 

Willamette Valley Pinot Noir 2017
• Hanzell Vineyards Sonoma  

County Pinot Noir 2017

WHITE
• Fess Parker Santa Barbara 

Chardonnay 2019
• Cambria Estate Katherine's 

Vineyard Santa Maria Valley 
Chardonnay 2018

• Hanzell Vineyards Sonoma  
County Chardonnay 2017

Ref MX21137 | £179

With autumn upon us, nothing brightens my day more than  
the unique character of world-class American chardonnay and  
pinot noir, perfect matches for our equally excellent British  
autumn fare. So, here’s to a little seasonal indulgence!

Red wines
Lemelson Thea's Selection 
Willamette Valley Pinot Noir 2017
Elegant, complex Oregon pinot  
showing a redcurrant, raspberry  
and spice perfume and darker berry 
fruits developing on the palate.  
Lovely poise and balance here.  
Drink now to 2025. 13%
Ref US9471
£20.50 bottle | £246 dozen

NEW  
La Crema Monterey  
Pinot Noir 2017
Autumnal leaves and dried spices  
on the nose, with cranberry and 
redcurrant notes developing in the 
glass. A lovely refreshing style of 
California pinot that’s so easy to  
enjoy. Drink now to 2023. 13.5%
Ref US10181 
£23 bottle | £276 dozen

Hanzell Vineyards Sonoma 
County Pinot Noir 2017
Restrained yet concentrated, this 
polished, exquisitely perfumed pinot 
wears its oak lightly. Fine tannins and 
bright acidity lift the red-berry fruit,  
with hints of spice on the finish.  
Drink now to 2029. 13.5%
Ref US9581    
£59 bottle | £708 dozen

White wines
Fess Parker Santa Barbara 
Chardonnay 2019
Well-balanced chardonnay from Pacific-
cooled Santa Barbara County, with hints 
of green-apple and honeydew melon 
supported by a little French-oak vanilla, 
all packaged in a dry, refreshing style. 
Drink now to 2024. 13.5%
Ref US9561   2

£16 bottle | £192 dozen

NEW  
Cambria Estate Katherine's 
Vineyard Santa Maria Valley 
Chardonnay 2018
With fresh green apple and citrus on  
the nose, fine vanilla oak notes on the 
palate and a fresh, mineral finish, this is  
a California chardonnay of great poise 
and character. Drink now to 2025. 14%
Ref US10171  2

£24 bottle | £288 dozen

Hanzell Vineyards Sonoma 
County Chardonnay 2017
Ripe flavours of peach and nectarine 
overlay great concentration and acidity, 
suggesting a bright future ahead. From 
the producers of some of America’s  
most ageworthy chardonnays.  
Drink now to 2029. 13.5%
Ref US9591  2   
£39 bottle | £468 dozen

One of the less glamorous tasks at 
vintage time! Tank cleaning at Sashi 
Moorman's Piedrasassi winery 

World-class pinot and chardonnay

https://www.thewinesociety.com/product/chateau-ste-michelle-columbia-valley-riesling-2020?utm_source=Issuu&utm_medium=digitalmagazine&utm_campaign=1874_Sept
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Drink now to 2029. 13.5%
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£59 bottle | £708 dozen

White wines
Fess Parker Santa Barbara 
Chardonnay 2019
Well-balanced chardonnay from Pacific-
cooled Santa Barbara County, with hints 
of green-apple and honeydew melon 
supported by a little French-oak vanilla, 
all packaged in a dry, refreshing style. 
Drink now to 2024. 13.5%
Ref US9561   2
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NEW  
Cambria Estate Katherine's 
Vineyard Santa Maria Valley 
Chardonnay 2018
With fresh green apple and citrus on  
the nose, fine vanilla oak notes on the 
palate and a fresh, mineral finish, this is  
a California chardonnay of great poise 
and character. Drink now to 2025. 14%
Ref US10171  2

£24 bottle | £288 dozen

Hanzell Vineyards Sonoma 
County Chardonnay 2017
Ripe flavours of peach and nectarine 
overlay great concentration and acidity, 
suggesting a bright future ahead. From 
the producers of some of America’s  
most ageworthy chardonnays.  
Drink now to 2029. 13.5%
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vintage time! Tank cleaning at Sashi 
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OPINION

As with good wine, it’s best to start in the vineyard.  
From Bordeaux to the Barossa, we hear time and again 
of growers navigating a path away from reliance, or 
overreliance, on chemicals, often having to strike a difficult 
balance between the insurance that spraying can provide 
and the long-term health of the land.

Many have turned to regenerative agriculture and 
biodiversity not merely to face down the challenges to 
come, but also repairing damage already done through 
years of heavy-handed chemical usage. Some of these 
methods are described as ‘low intervention’, but they 
involve a paradoxically enormous effort spending time in the 
vineyards, observing them and working around the clock to 
take care of them. The dramatic images of bougies (candles) 
illuminating French vineyards during this year’s spring frosts 
served as a vivid demonstration of how some can and will 
‘intervene’ under extreme duress from Mother Nature. 

By their nature, grapes are a 
monoculture and tough on 
soils, so a gentler approach 
can be found by recasting 
the vine as one actor within a 
cast of characters in a thriving 
ecosystem. Certifications for 
these heroic efforts are now 
numerous, opening in the 
process a can of well-meaning 
worms for the consumer: even 
the keenest of us are quick to 
be confused by the abundance 
of different bodies and symbols.

Organic, the best known but 
not always a silver bullet for 

Sustainability in wine: 
T H E B E H I N D  T H E flavourflair

virtuous viticulture, is being joined by several other rising 
beacons, many of them localised. For example, an increasing 
number of growers with whom we work in France have now 
gained the HVE (Haute Valeur Environnementale) level 3, 
and the pride with which they disclose the achievement  
reflects what a difficult thing it is to gain.

Martin Brown
MANAGING EDITOR

Tablas Creek, California, the world’s first certified 
regenerative organic wine property, maintains a 

herd of about 200 sheep and a full-time shepherd! 

How are winemakers around the world adapting to 
different conditions and challenges in vineyard 

and cellar? A look at just a few of the growers with 
whom we work reveals a tapestry of solutions, lo-tech, 
hi-tech, quirky and sometimes jaw-dropping…
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115 HECTARES 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC 
AND FARMED 
BIODYNAMICALLY

90 %RECYCLE  
OF THEIR WASTE

REDUCING THEIR 
CARBON FOOTPRINT 

IN THE PAST 
DECADE25 %

While romantic tales of such heroism by small-scale 
artisan producers abound, the logic of scale also means 
that the impact of a thoughtful colossus making such 
efforts can have an even larger environmental impact. 
Symington Family Estates in Portugal have led the 
way in attaining B-Corp certification, an initiative that 
is not limited to wine and which assesses a dizzying 
array of factors concerning social and environmental 
performance. Chilean heavyweights Concha y Toro  
have also received certification recently. 

A visit to Champagne Louis Roederer (purveyors of the 
prized Cristal) some years ago was also an eye-opening 
experience in this regard, offering a sense of the enormity 
as well as the endeavour behind their sustainability work. 
115 of their 242 hectares of vineyards are now certified 
organic and farmed biodynamically. They pay a premium 
for fruit farmed in a similar way when dealing with other 
growers, and in the winery they recycle 90% of their 
waste, reducing their carbon footprint by 25% in the 
past decade. It has earned them the inaugural ‘green 
emblem’ from Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate to 
recognise ‘the most extraordinary cases of sustainable 
efforts’, but while these efforts are indeed notable, they are 
far from isolated within the world’s most famous fizz region.

Although we shouldn’t necessarily be surprised 
that greater investment power increases the scale, 
it’s worth stopping and marvelling at some of the 
innovations that result. 

As well as being pioneers of the Terra Vitis movement within 
France, Château Beaumont, a Bordeaux address many 
members will know for its splendidly consistent and good-
value claret, found a striking way to reduce reliance on water 
and chemicals in the winery, using – of all things – hospital-
grade nebulisers to sterilise their tanks. Though they had 
difficulty convincing some curious neighbours of its use, the 
results gained by these remarkable robotic contraptions 
speak for themselves. Not only does this initiative reduce 
waste, but also cleaning time (which anyone with winery 
experience will tell you takes up an extraordinary percentage 
of the job), a boon to efficiency.

The importance of sustainability may have become more 
prominent recently, but New Zealand was establishing the 
first countrywide wine industry programme back in 1994. 
Among the incredible stories that have come out of the 
country during the intervening years, it’s particularly striking 
to see how a winery like Grove Mill operates. Behind their 
much-loved sauvignon, chardonnay and pinot noir lies an 
operation powered by solar energy, bottling the wines in 
lightweight recycled glass and labelling them with sugarcane-
derived paper. Australia’s Brokenwood also have an 
admirable focus on packaging, which those who’ve enjoyed 
The Society’s Semillon will have felt in their hands via the  
lighter-weight bottle. 

Amazing things are happening in South Africa, where 
efforts to mitigate severe inequalities have given life to 
transformative initiatives in helping farming families, such 
as the Pebbles Project, supported by Lubanzi; and when it 
comes to environmental concerns, Jeremy Borg of Painted 
Wolf's fundraising efforts for wildlife conservation also 
deserve a special mention.

California, unsurprisingly, is also a hotbed of inspiring stories. 
Last year Tablas Creek became the world’s first winery to 
secure a Regenerative Organic Certification. And in the 
vineyards of Delicato, you’ll find everything from weather 
stations to owl nesting boxes, to provide up-to-the-minute 
information and pest control respectively!

Every region and sub region in the winegrowing world faces 
its own problems and priorities when producing something 
as magical as it is, fundamentally, agricultural. By finding new 
ways to tackle them, these and many other growers are not 
only safeguarding the health of their own vineyards, wineries 
and workers, but also the wealth of knowledge for others 
facing comparable challenges. We raise a glass to these 
incredible people, their efforts and their innovations.

From left to right: Lightweight recycled glass; Delicato Family Wines’ 
pest control and Grove Mill’s solar-powered winery
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INSPIRATION

autumn feels like a 
welcome return to the  
sort of food I like best – 
hearty, warming, and  
good with red wine
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I know I am not alone in feeling a tinge of sadness as summer slides, 
drifts or occasionally slams into autumn, but as soon as I start thinking 

about all the wonderful produce coming into season and dig out some 
favourite autumn recipes, I’m immediately cheered. 

Thoughts turn to bottles more suited 
to the season’s eating: pinot noir with 
its hints of sous bois (so much more 
eloquent in French than ‘undergrowth’); 
spicy shiraz, chardonnays with a lick 
of oak – vinous comfort blankets if 
ever there were such a thing; ripe, 
brambly garnachas and cassis-scented 
cabernets, all seem to have added 
appeal. This issue’s featured food writer 
Rukmini Iyer, author of the best-selling 
Roasting Tin series of recipe books, 
positively embraces autumn:

'After a summer diet largely composed 
of chilled watermelon, strawberries, 
small plates of asparagus and 
spaghetti olio e aglio and ice cream, 
autumn feels like a welcome return 
to the sort of food I like best – hearty, 
warming, and good with red wine. I can 
take the collie out for long walks and 
work up the appetite for a very large 
pie at lunchtime, rather than staying 
indoors all day with the shades down, 
waiting for it to get cool enough to 
enjoy an Aperol Spritz without melting, 
or indeed sneezing. 

'I am officially bad at summer – autumn 
and spring are my bag. Mushrooms – 
check. Lots of cheese – check. It’s also 
a wonderful time for anyone who knows 
someone with an orchard and a glut of 
fruit they’re dying to get rid of. You can 
happily take some off their hands for 
autumnal apple cakes, plum cobblers or 
poached pears with muscat and honey. 
Home-grown squash and leeks can 
go into warming gratins, you can roast 
parsnips with rosemary or stuff figs with 
feta, thyme and honey and eat it all with 
an unashamedly good appetite.' 

We’ve taken a look at your favourite 
wines for this time of year and chosen 
a selection we think would go well with 
Rukmini’s game pie with celeriac & 
cheddar mash and wild mushroom, 
chestnut & leek lasagne overleaf.  
If like me, you want to prepare your 
wine rack for the season ahead, the 
mixed case on the back page would  
do the trick nicely.

GoodmanJoanna

A taste  
   of autumn
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INSPIRATION

with celeriac & cheddar mash

Spiced  
  game pie

INGREDIENTS

FOR THE FILLING

800g diced game  
(venison, rabbit etc)

2 tbsp olive oil

1 tsp sea salt flakes

2 heaped tsp ras el hanout

400ml beef stock (or 200ml 
demi-glace + 200ml water)

1 ½ tbsp apple cider vinegar

1 butternut squash, peeled  
and cut into 2cm pieces

SERVES: 4
PREP TIME: 15 MINS
COOK TIME: 2 HRS 30 MINS

This slow-cooked game pie is packed with flavour 
from the warming tagine spices: just leave it in a 
low oven, and let it get on cooking. With a crunchy 
celeriac and cheddar mash topping, this is a real 
autumnal warmer. Our collie Pepper loves this dish, 
so I tend to leave out the salt and just add some 
at the table for our portions. Needless to say, she 
doesn’t get to share the accompanying wine!

Reds
Lascar Classic Merlot 2020
Ripe, full and plump Chilean  
merlot with a hint of spice. 13%
Ref CE11521    
£5.95 bottle | £71 dozen

Sabina Tempranillo,  
Navarra 2019
A joyful, fruity Spanish red that's 
ever so easy to enjoy. 13.5%
Ref SP16271    
£5.95 bottle | £71 dozen

Domaine Laborie,  
Pays d'Oc 2020
A brambly blend of grenache,  
carignan and a little merlot. 12.5%
Ref FC40071 
£6.25 bottle | £75 dozen

Duo du Midi, Pays  
d'Oc 2020
Delightfully fruity, full and 
rounded cabernet franc- 
malbec duo. 13%
Ref FC40091 
£6.50 bottle | £78 dozen

Cruz de Piedra Garnacha, 
Calatayud 2019
Popular, punchy, plump and  
satisfying Spanish red. 14.5%
Ref SP16261 
£6.75 bottle | £81 dozen

Percheron Shiraz-
Mourvèdre, Swartland 2020
Generously fruity, perfumed  
Cape red enhanced by a  
sprinkling of spice. 14.5%
Ref SA16311    
£6.95 bottle | £83 dozen

Baccolo Appassimento  
Rosso Veneto 2019
Juicy rich, moreish black-cherry and 
leather aromas and spicy flavour. 13.5%
Ref IT30761 
£6.95 bottle | £83 dozen

slow-cooked

Note: If you’re not planning to share with a canine 
companion, then you could add a chopped onion 
in with the game and spices in step one. 

Rukmini Iyer

Member favourites for autumn drinking 

FOR THE MASH

1 celeriac, peeled

1 heaped tbsp butter

1 tsp sea salt

Freshly ground black pepper

½ tsp turmeric

50g cheddar, grated

25g grated cheddar to top

DISCOVER
Find a mixed case of 

member favourites on 
the back page.
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METHOD

1. Preheat the oven to 200°C/180°C fan. Tip the game, onion,  
olive oil, sea salt and ras el hanout into a shallow casserole  
dish or roasting tin, large enough that everything sits in one  
layer. Mix well, then transfer to the oven to roast for 15 minutes.

2. Remove the dish from the oven, pour over the stock and  
apple cider vinegar, and stir through the butternut squash  
cubes. Cover, then return to the oven at 160°C/140°C fan  
for 1 ½ hours. 

3. Meanwhile, chop the peeled celeriac into 2cm pieces. Bring  
a large pan of salted water to boil and simmer the celeriac for  
15 minutes until tender. Drain well, then mash with the butter,  
salt, freshly ground black pepper and turmeric. Stir through  
the cheddar, check for seasoning, and set aside.

4. After the casserole has had 1 ½ hours, spoon the  
celeriac mash evenly over the top, drizzle with olive  
oil and scatter with a little more grated cheddar and  
return to the oven for a further 45 minutes until  
crisp and golden brown. 
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with rosemary & lemon

Wild mushroom,  
chestnut &  
leek lasagne

INSPIRATION

This is a rich, autumnal dish  
of mushrooms layered with  
crème fraîche, chestnuts and 
garlic and herb soft cheese – a real 
ribsticker. The chestnuts add body 
and their sweet flavour perfectly 
complements the mushrooms 
and herby cheese. A very filling 
vegetarian main. 

SERVES: 4
PREP TIME: 20 MINS
COOK TIME: 1 HR 30 MINS
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Reds continued...
Château Lary Tagot,  
Bordeaux 2018
Ripe, satisfying and delicious - 
impressive at this price. 14%
Ref CB5961 
£7.95 bottle | £95 dozen 

Casa La Rad Solarce,  
Rioja 2019
What modern, gorgeous Rioja  
is all about; full, plump and  
generously fruity. 14%
Ref SP16841    
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen

Côtes-du-Rhône,  
Domaine Jaume 2020
Easy-drinking, full-flavoured, 
food-friendly wine. 14%
Ref RH60401    
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen

METHOD

1. Preheat the oven to 200°C/180°C fan. Tip the mushrooms and  
leeks into a large roasting tin along with the oil, salt and rosemary,  
and mix well. Transfer to the oven to roast for 45 minutes, stirring  
once half-way through. Once cooked, stir through the lemon zest.

2. Spread 2 tbsp of crème fraîche on the base of a standard lasagne dish 
and lay over a lasagne sheet. (My lasagne dish fits 1.5 fresh lasagne 
sheets per layer, so I tend to cut them to size.) Tip over half of the 
mushroom and leek mixture, scatter over half the crumbled chestnuts 
and season well with sea salt and freshly ground black pepper.

3. Lay over another pasta sheet, and then spread over half the remaining 
crème fraîche along with the crumbled Boursin cheese. Add another 
pasta sheet, then spread the remaining mushroom and leek mixture 
over the top, scattered with the remaining chestnuts. Season well with 
sea salt and freshly ground black pepper, and dot over half of the 
remaining crème fraîche (so you’ve still got a quarter of it left.) 

4. Add the final lasagne sheet and spread over the very last of the  
crème fraîche. Scatter with the Parmesan-style cheese, top with  
the rosemary sprigs, then transfer to the oven to bake for 35-40 
minutes until golden brown and crisp. Let it sit for 10 minutes  
before slicing and serving.

INGREDIENTS

350g chestnut mushrooms, roughly sliced

300g wild mushrooms, whole

2 large leeks, finely sliced 

3 tbsp olive oil

1 tsp sea salt flakes

4 sprigs rosemary, needles chopped

1 lemon, zest only

500ml half-fat crème fraîche

1 x 180g packet vac packed  
whole chestnuts, crumbled

2 x 150g Boursin with garlic  
& herbs, crumbled

1 packet fresh chilled lasagne sheets

Large handful vegetarian  
Parmesan-style cheese

2-3 rosemary sprigs

Whites 
Lascar Classic Central  
Valley Chardonnay 2020
Ripe, tropical-fruit flavours with  
a balanced, fresh palate. 13%
Ref CE11331   2   
£5.95 bottle | £71 dozen

Les Pierres Bordes, 
Marsanne-Viognier,  
Pays d'Oc 2020
Fresh, round, moreishly fruity; 
deservedly popular with 
members. 12.5%
Ref FC39851  2

£6.50 bottle | £78 dozen

Grillo Sicilia Isola  
della Fiamma, Cantine 
Rallo 2020 
Lovely vibrant grillo from the 
coast with peach, honeysuckle 
and nectarine. 12.5%
Ref IT31081   2   
£6.50 bottle | £78 dozen

A Fistful of Schist Reserve 
Chenin Blanc, Swartland 2021
Easy-drinking smooth Cape chenin  
with stone-fruit character. 13.5%
Ref SA17641   2

£6.50 bottle | £78 dozen

Navajas Blanco Crianza,  
Rioja 2017
Smooth, with intense toasty  
vanilla flavours, just perfect  
for roast chicken. 12.5%
Ref SP16241  2

£8.75 bottle | £105 dozen

Pazo de Villarei Albariño,  
Rías Baixas 2020
A lovely fruity introduction to the  
fresh, aromatic quality of this famous 
Spanish grape, with a special case 
saving passed on from the grower. 13%
Ref SP16571   1

£9.75 bottle | £99 special dozen price

SAVE £18 per dozen
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Reds continued...
Château Lary Tagot,  
Bordeaux 2018
Ripe, satisfying and delicious - 
impressive at this price. 14%
Ref CB5961 
£7.95 bottle | £95 dozen 

Casa La Rad Solarce,  
Rioja 2019
What modern, gorgeous Rioja  
is all about; full, plump and  
generously fruity. 14%
Ref SP16841    
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen

Côtes-du-Rhône,  
Domaine Jaume 2020
Easy-drinking, full-flavoured, 
food-friendly wine. 14%
Ref RH60401    
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen

METHOD

1. Preheat the oven to 200°C/180°C fan. Tip the mushrooms and  
leeks into a large roasting tin along with the oil, salt and rosemary,  
and mix well. Transfer to the oven to roast for 45 minutes, stirring  
once half-way through. Once cooked, stir through the lemon zest.

2. Spread 2 tbsp of crème fraîche on the base of a standard lasagne dish 
and lay over a lasagne sheet. (My lasagne dish fits 1.5 fresh lasagne 
sheets per layer, so I tend to cut them to size.) Tip over half of the 
mushroom and leek mixture, scatter over half the crumbled chestnuts 
and season well with sea salt and freshly ground black pepper.

3. Lay over another pasta sheet, and then spread over half the remaining 
crème fraîche along with the crumbled Boursin cheese. Add another 
pasta sheet, then spread the remaining mushroom and leek mixture 
over the top, scattered with the remaining chestnuts. Season well with 
sea salt and freshly ground black pepper, and dot over half of the 
remaining crème fraîche (so you’ve still got a quarter of it left.) 

4. Add the final lasagne sheet and spread over the very last of the  
crème fraîche. Scatter with the Parmesan-style cheese, top with  
the rosemary sprigs, then transfer to the oven to bake for 35-40 
minutes until golden brown and crisp. Let it sit for 10 minutes  
before slicing and serving.

INGREDIENTS

350g chestnut mushrooms, roughly sliced

300g wild mushrooms, whole

2 large leeks, finely sliced 

3 tbsp olive oil

1 tsp sea salt flakes

4 sprigs rosemary, needles chopped

1 lemon, zest only

500ml half-fat crème fraîche

1 x 180g packet vac packed  
whole chestnuts, crumbled

2 x 150g Boursin with garlic  
& herbs, crumbled

1 packet fresh chilled lasagne sheets

Large handful vegetarian  
Parmesan-style cheese

2-3 rosemary sprigs

Whites 
Lascar Classic Central  
Valley Chardonnay 2020
Ripe, tropical-fruit flavours with  
a balanced, fresh palate. 13%
Ref CE11331   2   
£5.95 bottle | £71 dozen

Les Pierres Bordes, 
Marsanne-Viognier,  
Pays d'Oc 2020
Fresh, round, moreishly fruity; 
deservedly popular with 
members. 12.5%
Ref FC39851  2

£6.50 bottle | £78 dozen

Grillo Sicilia Isola  
della Fiamma, Cantine 
Rallo 2020 
Lovely vibrant grillo from the 
coast with peach, honeysuckle 
and nectarine. 12.5%
Ref IT31081   2   
£6.50 bottle | £78 dozen

A Fistful of Schist Reserve 
Chenin Blanc, Swartland 2021
Easy-drinking smooth Cape chenin  
with stone-fruit character. 13.5%
Ref SA17641   2

£6.50 bottle | £78 dozen

Navajas Blanco Crianza,  
Rioja 2017
Smooth, with intense toasty  
vanilla flavours, just perfect  
for roast chicken. 12.5%
Ref SP16241  2

£8.75 bottle | £105 dozen

Pazo de Villarei Albariño,  
Rías Baixas 2020
A lovely fruity introduction to the  
fresh, aromatic quality of this famous 
Spanish grape, with a special case 
saving passed on from the grower. 13%
Ref SP16571   1

£9.75 bottle | £99 special dozen price

SAVE £18 per dozen
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A FRESH LOOK AT 

 Australia

The Society's Australian  
Shiraz 2019
A long-term Society favourite for sheer 
generosity and bold, black-fruit flavours, 
made by Bleasdale’s award-winning 
winemaker Paul Hotker. 14%
Ref AU23451 
£7.95 bottle | £95 dozen

Wirra Wirra Scrubby  
Rise Shiraz 2019
Wirra Wirra perfectly captures 
the full-flavoured generosity that 
the warmer climate of McLaren 
provides here. This is full, juicy 
shiraz with red-fruit, bramble and 
violet notes ending with a lovely 
twist of peppery spice. 14.5% 
Ref AU23581 
£8.95 bottle | £107 dozen

The Society’s Exhibition  
Victoria Shiraz 2019
From Mt Langi Ghiran's vineyard  
in the shadow of the Great Dividing 
Range. Extra ripe and full-bodied in  
this particularly hot vintage, with  
cassis, cocoa and spice that will  
wow lovers of big, bold reds.  
Drink now to 2027. 15% 
Ref AU23741 
£14.50 bottle | £174 dozen

Torbreck Woodcutter's  
Barossa Valley Shiraz 2019
This brilliant shiraz tastes like a full-
throttle ‘Barossan’ and yet is bright, 
defined and approachable young. 
Plummy, peppery, earthy and brooding 
on the nose, with a full, fresh palate. 
Drink now to 2027. 14.5% 
Ref AU23851 
£19.50 bottle | £234 dozen

Clonakilla Hilltops Canberra 
District Shiraz 2019
A cult hero of the Canberra District wine 
region, Clonakilla’s Hilltops is full-bodied 
but effortlessly elegant, packing cassis, 
bramble and plum, with cinnamon notes 
and a twist of spice through to the finish. 
Decant. Drink now to 2030. 14%
Ref AU23751    
£25 bottle | £300 dozen

Tyrrell's Old Hillside Vineyard 
Hunter Valley Shiraz 2018
Australia’s hottest and wettest wine 
region is renowned for semillon but 
in good years it also produces truly 
outstanding shiraz. Incredibly fragrant 
and fresh, with dark cherry, bramble, 
spice and lavender notes, and seriously 
classy. Decant. Drink now to 2030. 13.4%
Ref AU23781    
£27 bottle | £324 dozen

Freddy Bulmer

EXPLORE

Australia is one of the world’s 
most exciting wine-producing 

countries, offering a huge choice 
of grapes, styles and flavours. Yet 
an outdated perception that it’s a 
producer of generic plonk means  
that we see few of its gems here.  
I want to set the record straight with a 
personal selection that demonstrates 
the incredible breadth, depth and 
stunning value available! 

Shiraz & chardonnay 
reimagined
These two French grapes have made 
Australia an adoptive home, becoming 
true Aussie icons. Regional differences 
play a vital role in determining quality 
and style, and trying a range of  
wines from across the country is the 
perfect way to discover its diversity. 
Vintages matter too. Though it’s hard  
to generalise about such a huge  
country, 2018 was a true stand-out  
and 2019 is excellent.

Shiraz

Three Bunches  
Australian Shiraz 2019
Offering excellent bang for buck, 
this is full-bodied and fruity with 
attractive aromas and a generous 
palate. Notes of crushed black 
fruit are joined by a hint of mocha 
and vibrant dark cherry. 14.5%
Ref AU23521    
£6.95 bottle | £83 dozen
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Kooyong's winemaker Glen Hayley 
photographed on my last trip to Australia 

Chardonnay

Victory Hotel Australian 
Chardonnay-Semillon 2021
This chardonnay-dominant white  
with a little semillon blended in 
demonstrates the value still to be 
found here. Apple and peach-scented, 
unoaked, crisp and refreshing. 13%
Ref AU24011   2

£6.25 bottle | £75 dozen

Bulletin Place Australian 
Chardonnay 2020
Fruity, vibrant and unoaked with  
notes of peach, lime and refreshing 
lemon zest. Charming and approachable 
and proving good chardonnay needn’t 
be expensive! 12.5% 
Ref AU23491   2

£6.95 bottle | £83 dozen

Bleasdale Adelaide Hills 
Chardonnay 2019
From one of the great chardonnay 
regions, where the cooler climate helps 
to maintain freshness, this is aged in 
French oak for texture and complexity 
and has delicious peach and melon 
flavours. Drink now to 2024. 12.5%
Ref AU23641   2

£11.95 bottle | £143 dozen

Wineglass Bay Louis  
Tasmanian Chardonnay 2018
The cool climate and ocean influence 
make Tasmania a superb source of 
chardonnay and pinot noir, the best  
of which can rival Burgundy costing 
double the price. This is crisp and 
textured, with flinty notes and a  
complex finish. Drink now to 2025. 13.5% 
Ref AU23841   2

£14.50 bottle | £174 dozen

Robert Oatley Finisterre 
Margaret River Chardonnay 2018
Influenced on three sides by the ocean, 
helping moderate the climate, Margaret 
River produces full but balanced wines. 
This is complex chardonnay from 
arguably the best vintage in 40 years. 
Drink now to 2028. 12.5%
Ref AU23501   2

£19 bottle | £228 dozen

Kooyong Farrago Mornington 
Peninsula Chardonnay 2018
Thanks again to its proximity to the 
ocean, Mornington produces superb 
boutique chardonnay, much of which 
doesn’t leave Victoria. Likely to appeal  
to Chablis drinkers; green apple and  
lime are joined by an alluring toasty  
note. Drink now to 2026. 13.5% 
Ref AU23301   2   
£28.50 bottle | £342 dozen

Vasse Felix Heytesbury Margaret 
River Chardonnay 2018
One of the region’s flagship chardonnays 
from its pioneering winery and one 
of the best-ever vintages. This stand-
out wine is intense and yet restrained, 
smokey, spiced and wonderfully 
textured. Decant or cellar if you have  
the patience! Drink now to 2030. 13% 
Ref AU23871   2   
£49 bottle | £588 dozen
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Reds

Hesketh Barossa Valley 
Negroamaro 2018
Puglia and Barossa Valley are not 
dissimilar in climate and this southern 
Italian variety thrives here. Aromatic, 
savoury and earthy, with hints of  
black cherry and liquorice. Drink  
now to 2024. 14.5% 
Ref AU23881 
£11.95 bottle | £143 dozen

Gluck & Bray Riverland  
Aglianico 2020
Plantings of Italy’s aglianico in Australia 
are tiny but promising. This is lighter  
and more fruit-forward in style, with 
herbal and red-fruit aromas and a 
blueberry and spice palate.  
Drink now to 2025. 14% 
Ref AU23931   
£12.95 bottle | £155 dozen

St. Dune Pyla  
McLaren Vale 2020
Fragrant, medium-bodied  
blend of nero d'Avola, carignan, 
negroamaro, montepulciano, 
grenache and mourvèdre, 
co-fermented and matured for 
eight months in old oak barrels. 
A pleasing and inviting glass, 
with red and black fruit and dried 
herbs. Drink now to 2026. 14%
Ref AU24061    
£14.95 bottle | £179 dozen

Pizzini Pietra Rossa  
King Valley Sangiovese 2018
King Valley is a little slice of Italy,  
such is the number of families from  
the Old Country who have settled  
there. This offers the best of both  
worlds: plum, cherry and earthy notes 
and characteristic bright acidity are  
given a delicate liquorice twist.  
Drink now to 2028. 13.8% 
Ref AU23911 
£18 bottle | £216 dozen

Whites

On Point Australian  
Pinot Grigio 2021
Pure, bright and crisp with notes of 
apple, peach, pear and lime juice,  
this refreshing and charming white 
arguably offers much more than many 
anodyne Italian counterparts. 13%
Ref AU24021   2

£7.25 bottle | £87 dozen

St. Dune El Beyda McLaren  
Vale Grenache Blanc 2020
Seldom seen outside southern France 
and north-eastern Spain, grenache  
blanc is crafted into something unique 
here. Hand-picked grapes, fermented 
in oak give a fresh, textured white, with 
peach, nougat, vanilla pod and lemon 
zest. Drink now to 2025. 13.3%
Ref AU24051    2   
£12.95 bottle | £155 dozen

Alternative varieties
In contrast to much of Europe, Australian winemakers are free to plant 
their chosen varieties and to benefit from the legacy of the country’s early 
immigrants. Settlers in the 1900s brought with them an array of varieties 
from across Europe and although Iberian grapes are on the increase,  
I think those from Italy and southern France are particularly exciting.

Cool-climate Australia: a misty 
morning in the Yarra Valley 
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New-wave fine reds

Whistler Wines ‘Shiver  
Down My Spine’ Barossa  
Valley Shiraz 2019
Vibrant, mid-weight shiraz, the 
fruit of cuttings from Penfolds’ 
Grange vineyards! Sustainably 
grown, foot trodden and wild-
fermented, it’s incredibly juicy 
and bursting with blackcurrant, 
plum, blueberry and black 
pepper. Drink now to 2026. 13% 
Ref AU23571 
£19.50 bottle | £234 dozen

Thousand Candles  
Gathering Field Yarra  
Valley Red Blend 2019
This mix of merlot and cabernets 
sauvignon and franc is so much more 
than a conventional right bank Bordeaux 
blend. Made with minimal intervention 
in the cool-climate Yarra Valley, it’s 
vivacious, light, juicy and red-fruit- 
driven. Drink now to 2025. 13% 
Ref AU23861    
£19.50 bottle | £234 dozen

Mac Forbes Yarra Valley  
Pinot Noir 2020
Made in a light, ‘modern’ red-fruit 
dominant, delicate style, this is full of life. 
Bright strawberry and cherry notes and 
lovely freshness on the palate. Serve 
lightly chilled. Drink now to 2026. 11% 
Ref AU23691 
£23 bottle | £276 dozen

New-wave fine whites

Vintage Longbottom ‘H’ Adelaide 
Hills Sauvignon Blanc 2019
From a mother-and-daughter duo,  
a unique sauvignon, fermented in  
stainless steel, then matured in  
French oak for five months. Full of 
nectarine and lime, with a flinty yet  
fresh and savoury palate. Drink this  
year and next. 12.7%
Ref AU23921   2

£18.50 bottle | £222 dozen

Mac Forbes Yarra Valley 
Chardonnay 2019
Minimalist, steely chardonnay, with  
hints of beeswax and citrus on the  
nose and a fine, focused palate showing 
lemon and green apple and a touch of 
flint and gooseberry. Try with shellfish. 
Drink now to 2025. 12.5% 
Ref AU23591   1

£19 bottle | £228 dozen

Shaw and Smith M3 Adelaide 
Hills Chardonnay 2019
Pioneering sustainability, this  
winery has continued to push the 
boundaries for three decades. 
This much-loved chardonnay is 
elegant, restrained and ageworthy, 
with white-flower, citrus and 
nectarine notes. Drink now to 
2030. 13.5%
Ref AU23661   2   
£25 bottle | £300 dozen

New-wave fine wines and Aussie classics 
Hunter semillon, Clare Valley riesling and cabernet-dominant blends 
put Australia on the quality wine map and continue to delight, but we 
shouldn’t ignore the beating drum of innovation across the country. 
New generations of winemakers continue to push the boundaries, 
recognising that both worlds need each other to provide context 
and healthy competition. The selection below lines up the old  
guard with premium newcomers.

Mac Forbes
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Paul Smith, head winemaker at Wirra Wirra 

Classic Aussie reds

Yalumba Y Series Cabernet 
Sauvignon 2019
From one of Australia’s great 
names, this is deliciously 
generous, juicy and full-bodied, 
with a cassis-laden nose and 
black-fruited palate. 14.5% 
Ref AU24001    
£8.25 bottle | £99 dozen

Wirra Wirra McLaren Vale 
Church Block 2018
Beloved of members, a full-bodied  
blend of cabernet, shiraz and merlot 
redolent of rich blackberry and spicy 
black pepper and encapsulating the 
charm and generosity of old-school 
Australia. Drink now to 2028. 14.5%
Ref AU23081 
£12.50 bottle | £150 dozen

Classic Aussie whites

The Society's Hunter  
Valley Semillon 2020
With lovely lemon and lime 
intensity, this brilliantly showcases 
one of Australia's greatest and 
most individual wine styles. 
Perfect with oysters or goat’s 
cheese or as an aperitif. 11.5% 
Ref AU23111   1  
£8.95 bottle | £107 dozen

Pauletts Polish Hill River  
Aged Release Clare Valley 
Riesling 2016
Aged before release, this super-value 
riesling has developed wonderful 
depth and complexity. Classic 
orange peel, lemon curd and wet 
slate on the nose combine with 
a dry, saline, moreish palate with 
beeswax notes and great length. 
Drink now to 2028. 12.8%
Ref AU23761   1   
£11.95 bottle | £143 dozen

Bleasdale Frank Potts 
Langhorne Creek 2018
The flagship wine of a historic producer 
is a rich, full-bodied, seductive blend 
of cabernet, merlot, petit verdot and 
malbec combining blackberry, plum and 
vanilla with touches of earthiness and 
tobacco. Decant. Drink now to 2030. 14%
Ref AU23671 
£14.95 bottle | £179 dozen

Grosset Gaia Clare Valley 2013
Best known for riesling, Clare Valley  
has a rich red-wine heritage too. This 
cabernet blend has aged beautifully, 
with time still in hand. Decant to enjoy 
the luxurious leather, cigar and cassis 
aromas to their fullest. Drink now to 
2025. 14% 
Ref AU18881    
£39 bottle | £468 dozen
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MIXED CASES

GREAT-VALUE AUSSIE CLASSICS
Relive six of the styles that put Australia on  
the map. A 12-bottle case containing one  
bottle of each of the following:

REDS
• Three Bunches Australian Shiraz 2019
• The Society's Australian Shiraz 2019
• Wirra Wirra Scrubby Rise Shiraz 2019
• Wirra Wirra McLaren Vale Church Block 2018
• Bleasdale Frank Potts Langhorne Creek 2018
• Yalumba Y Series Cabernet Sauvignon 2019

WHITES
• The Society's Hunter Valley Semillon 2020
• Victory Hotel Australian  

Chardonnay-Semillon 2021
• Bulletin Place Australian Chardonnay 2020
• Bleasdale Adelaide Hills Chardonnay 2019
• Pauletts Polish Hill River Aged Release  

Clare Valley Riesling 2016
• On Point Australian Pinot Grigio 2021

Ref MX21138 | £112

SIX AUSTRALIAN  
NEW-WAVE FINE WINES
Ride the new wave with Freddy’s favourites.  
A six-bottle case containing one bottle of  
each of the following:

REDS
• Whistler Wines ‘Shiver Down My Spine’  

Barossa Valley Shiraz 2019
• Thousand Candles Gathering Field  

Yarra Valley Red Blend 2019
• Mac Forbes Yarra Valley Pinot Noir 2020

WHITES
• Vintage Longbottom ‘H’ Adelaide  

Hills Sauvignon Blanc 2019
• Mac Forbes Yarra Valley Chardonnay 2019
• Shaw and Smith M3 Adelaide Hills 

Chardonnay 2019

Ref MX21139 | £124
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FINE WINE

Cellar
S T A R T E R S

How to start your own fine wine collection

Hugo Fountain of our Fine Wine Team had a head start  
on most of us when it comes to collecting wine with  

some wonderful Châteauneuf-du-Pape he’d been given as  
a christening present. Having got the wine-cellaring bug  
early, he shares some of his favourite keepers and  
explains why the pleasure’s not just in the bottle. 

Wine wouldn’t hold half the interest it does for so many if it 
wasn’t for the stories it creates. A product of place, people and 
time, it allows us to travel, both geographically and temporally, 
experiencing history in a truly tangible way.

I’m sure not everyone shares this philosophical approach,  
but virtually all of my most memorable wine moments involve 
aged bottles; the people, places, conversations and the fun  
had drinking them, elevated by and giving a focal point to  
these special bottles. Later we’ll reminisce on a particular  
wine, remembering too the evening we had around it,  
the wine an incredible lubricant to the cogs of memory. 

I began laying wines down as soon as I really got into wine  
and can’t recommend enough having a stash of aged wines  
on hand to share with friends and loved ones, or simply to treat 
yourself when feeling the need. The wines here are a great 
starting point to building a cellar, each with its own story and 
worthy, in the not too distant future, of fond reflection.

Hugo Fountain

Sparkling & white wines
England: Nyetimber Blanc  
de Blancs Brut 2013
Nyetimber’s 2003, then a 1996 from 
magnum first convinced me of the 
capability of English sparkling wine to 
compete with Champagne, showing 
how these wines can age, developing 
wonderful complex notes of nuts, 
brioche and citrus fruits yet retaining 
acidity and effervescence. I think they 
only really begin to come into their best 
after 10 to 15 years. Ok, it’s hard to wait, 
but well worth it! Drink now to 2030. 12%
Ref SG2871  2

£40 bottle | £480 dozen

Bordeaux: Clos Floridène  
Blanc, Graves 2019
Unconventionally, my first Bordeaux en 
primeur purchase was white Bordeaux, 
not claret. At a tasting held by the 
producer Fabrice Dubourdieu, the  
whites really stood out with their 
wonderful elegance, balance and 
concentration. I took the case out of 
Members’ Reserves earlier this year and 
the wines have developed fantastically; 
softening, but retaining the lovely fruit 
notes and supporting acidity. Drink now 
to 2025. 12.5%
Ref BW6751A1  2  
£20 bottle | £240 dozen

South Africa: Botanica Mary 
Delany Collection Chenin Blanc, 
Citrusdal Mountain 2020
The Cape make some fantastic wines 
with the whites some of the most 
exciting. This, from organic bush vines 
planted in 1957, part vinified in stainless 
steel and part fermented and aged in 
large French oak barrels, is elegant  
and bright with lime and green apple, 
and riper peach, honey and waxy,  
lanolin notes too. Restrained, soft,  
yet wonderfully concentrated.  
Drink now to 2027. 14%
Ref SA17461  2

£24 bottle | £288 dozen
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Red wines
Argentina: Weinert Cavas  
de Weinert Mendoza 2011
One of Argentina’s most highly 
acclaimed wineries, Weinert produce 
traditional wines that age well. With 10 
years on the clock already (so a great 
jump-start to a cellar), and plenty ahead 
of it, this malbec, cabernet sauvignon 
and merlot blend was aged in large  
oak vats until soft and mellow. The 
fruit has softened, developing leather, 
tobacco and cedar aromas alongside  
a blackberry and plum flavour. Drink  
now to 2030. 14.5%
Ref AR4421    
£23 bottle | £276 dozen

California: Once and Future 
Oakley Road Vineyard  
Zinfandel 2019
Joel Peterson (of Ravenswood fame) 
first started this new project selling 
exclusively via a mailing list. I joined 
immediately, but unfortunately too 
few UK buyers meant prohibitive 
shipping costs. Thankfully, not long 
after, we became the first UK importers! 
Fermented in large redwood vats this 
exudes cherry, blackberry, fig and 
chocolatey richness, all balanced by 
fresh acidity and lush, integrated  
tannins. Drink now to 2029. 14%
Ref US9641 
£24 bottle | £288 dozen

Burgundy: Domaine de Bellene, 
Beaune Premier Cru Cuvée 
Cinquantenaire 2017
Bellene are the first Burgundy producer 
I ‘followed’. With high-quality wines and 
lots of affordable cuvées, they’re a great 
gateway for those getting to know the 
region. This is a charming blend from 
seven of their smaller premiers crus. 
Sweet, round, soft and seductive,  
with black fruits, and earthy tones  
just in view, this is delicious.  
Drink now to 2026. 12.5%
Ref BU69981    
£32 bottle | £384 dozen

MIXED CASE
HUGO’S CELLAR STARTER CASE
A collection of classics and eclectics to have and to hold.

A six-bottle case containing one bottle of each of the following:

REDS
• Weinert Cavas de Weinert Mendoza 2011
• Once and Future Oakley Road Vineyard Zinfandel 2019
• Graticciaia Vallone 2015
• Domaine de Bellene, Beaune Premier Cru Cuvée Cinquantenaire 2017
WHITES
• Clos Floridène Blanc, Graves 2019
• Botanica Mary Delany Collection Chenin Blanc, Citrusdal Mountain 2020

Ref MX21143 | £158

Inspired to start your own  
cellar of fine wine?

Vintage Cellar Plan is the simple, affordable  
way to build a cellar of fine wine, with plans  
ranging from £35 to £100 per month. Visit  
thewinesociety.com/vintagecellarplan

Keep an eye on our fine wine pages  
too for news of current en primeur releases

Italy: Graticciaia Vallone 2015
I’m a huge fan of this Puglian producer, 
amongst Italy’s finest, whose Castel 
Serranova is one of my favourite 
under-£15 wines. Graticciaia, one of their 
top wines, is made from negroamaro 
grapes partially sun-dried on straw mats 
(grattici) on the ramparts of the castel. 
This method creates an incredibly 
concentrated wine with layers of 
generous, rich, sweet spicy, black  
fruits and nuances of tobacco.  
Drink now to 2025. 14.5%
Ref IT31161   
£35 bottle | £420 dozen
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OPINION Ordecant?
decant

T O
N O T  T O

Pierre Mansour tackles the question 
most frequently asked by our members

Which wines benefit from decanting? 
When should a wine be decanted? 

What’s the best way to decant? How long 
before serving should I decant? As with most 
things wine-related, the answers are never 
quite as straightforward as you’d like, but I 
have not come across many wines that don’t 
benefit from a bit of time in a decanter.

Pierre Mansour

Ready for your decanter: 
Once and Future's Oakley 

Road Vineyard Zinfandel 
2019, available on  

page 27 for £24.
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Style counsel: modern winemaking
Winemaking today is highly skilled and technical, with 
an incredible attention to detail to protect the healthy, 
natural flavours of the freshly picked grapes. (It means 
there are fewer examples of oxidised wines which is great 
news for wine lovers). Referred to as a protective style 
of winemaking, it can sometimes lead to a fault called 
‘reduction’ – a completely harmless burnt-match or sulphury 
aroma or flavour – think of it as the opposite of oxidation. 
The good news is that it is one of the few wine faults that 
you can do something about because oxygen helps dispel 
it; all you need to do is decant. Some of the world’s finest 
chardonnays, syrahs and wines bottled under screwcap can 
be prone to reduction. So, don’t be afraid to decant white 
wines. Toby Morrhall who buys Burgundy for The Society 
recommends decanting all white Burgundy over £15.

How to decant?
Ideally, stand the bottle upright the day before and  
make sure your decanter is clean (use hot water to rinse, 
avoid any detergents, and by far the best way to do it 
properly is to use ‘magic balls’ (ref SB207, £3.50) which 
remove stains from the glass). Pour steadily with a light 
underneath the neck of the bottle to help identify the 
sediment as you pour. For very fine sediment or a crumbly 
cork, use a filter such as muslin or a domestic coffee filter.

Why decant in the first place?
There are no hard and fast rules, but the main reason is to 
separate the wine from any sediment that may have formed 
in the bottle. Primarily, we’re talking about red wines aged in 
bottle, especially those that are unfiltered; the best example 
being Vintage Port. While the sediment is harmless (it is 
the colour and tannin that over time forms into solids) it can 
taste bitter. Mature red Bordeaux, Rhône, Chianti, Ribera 
del Duero, southern hemisphere fine wines, made to model 
these classic styles, are all likely to throw some sediment 
after about five years.

The other reason to decant is to aerate the wine or help it 
‘breathe’. This really helps to open up the bouquet but be 
careful not to decant too early as you might find the wine’s 
aromatic complexity has inadvertently been dispersed. Age 
(of the wine) matters, as does personal taste. Young wines 
are more robust but older ones tend to be fragile and prone 
to oxidation once opened. I might decant really old bottles 
immediately before serving. I remember opening bottles 
of Chateau Musar 1977 for a members’ tasting some years 
ago – the wine was so delicate and refined, we found the 
optimum way to serve it was straight from the bottle into 
the glass, accepting that the appearance would be slightly 
cloudy. The bouquet jumped out of the glass immediately, 
it needed no encouragement! By contrast, buyer Marcel 
Orford-Williams recounts being given mature Hermitage La 
Chapelle 1989, decanted several hours beforehand, and 
finding it totally oxidised, all three bottles!

When it comes to young reds, most benefit from aeration, 
even, some might say, especially, inexpensive everyday 
reds, but again this is controversial and depends who you 
talk to. Rioja winemakers rarely decant or aerate their wines 
preferring the pleasure of seeing the wine change and 
evolve in the glass (rather than speed this up by decanting). 
Whether it’s a young crianza or top gran reserva, the same 
rule applies in Rioja. Perhaps it’s simply a reflection of Spain’s 
convivial culture where life is enjoyed at its own pace,  
letting food, conversation and wine flow naturally.

PIERRE’S TOP TIPS

• The younger the wine, the earlier it can be decanted
• Young red fine wines usually benefit from decanting 

an hour before serving, sometimes longer
• Decant fully mature reds just before serving
• Traditionally made reds tend to benefit the most – 

Bordeaux, Rhône, Chianti, Vintage Port and  
any reds made without filtration

• Use a coffee filter to remove very fine sediment
• Certain whites are often worth decanting – 

chardonnay, grüner veltliner, oak-aged  
sauvignon blanc

• Inexpensive reds can really benefit from being 
aerated – ever noticed that ‘Tuesday-evening’  
bottle you opened is even better a few days later?

• Screwcap wines often need more aeration  
than cork-closed bottles

• Double decant – you don’t need a decanter  
to decant – pour the wine into any vessel then  
back into the bottle

• The shape and size of a decanter can make  
a difference but usually simple works best.

The Society sells the Riedel Cabernet Decanter, 
pictured opposite, and the Magnum Cabernet 

Decanter (same design, just larger). Modern and 
elegant in design, they work for both young and 
old wines and would make an attractive addition 

to any wine lover’s glassware.

Ref GL486, £40 & GL376, £49
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UNDER THE SKIN

How to buy 
sauvignon 

blanc

A glass of pungent, uncomplicated, brisk, Marlborough 
sauvignon is often just the thing I’m after when I want to 
drink, not think; yet disowning the grape is almost a rite of 
passage for the self-confessed ‘wine aficionado’.

So let’s reclaim this once-heralded variety in all its guises, 
starting in Marlborough, in the north-east of New Zealand’s 
South Island, where long, sunny days combined with cool 
nights give gooseberry and grapefruit-packed pungency 
alongside great acidity. Stainless steel is widely used to 
preserve freshness and Grove Mill’s 2020 (ref NZ12121, 
£8.95) is a great starting point. For a few pennies more, 
The Society’s Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2020 (ref 
NZ12061, £9.95) gives added refinement, and don’t miss 
local legends Dog Point for their fuller, peachier style (ref 
NZ12361, £14.95). Across Mount Richmond Forest Park in 
Nelson, overlooking Tasman Bay, Neudorf’s Tiritiri 2019 
(ref NZ12211, £13.95) uses wild yeasts and a little oak for  
a broader, juicier sauvignon with a saline kick.

For fresh, herbaceous sauvignon, Chile is the place to be and 
The Society’s Chilean Limarí Sauvignon 2020 (ref CE11381, 
£7.75) with its grassy, bell-pepper notes make it ideal late-
summer sipping with salads and hard cheeses. Australia’s 
cooler Adelaide Hills produce nicely rounded sauvignon 
with orchard-fruit rather than herbaceous character, try 
Bleasdale Adelaide Hills Sauvignon Blanc 2021 (ref 
AU24081, £11.50). 

South African sauvignon balances the warmer, more tropical 
fruits of the southern hemisphere with the elegant, mineral 
undertones of the northern. For crystalline fruit, Dirt Track’s 
2021 Sauvignon from the Western Cape (ref SA17611, £7.95) 
has character aplenty for the price, whilst Quando from the 
warm, inland region of Robertson (ref SA17051, £8.95) makes 
use of the diurnal temperature variation and gravelly soils to 
produce a soft yet mineral expression of sauvignon blanc. 
Showcasing the pinnacle of Cape quality, Tokara’s 2020 
Reserve Collection (ref SA17471, £14.95) from Elgin has a 
cool-climate, taut, gooseberry and nettle character combined  
with concentration and richness. 

For sauvignon in its purest form, head for France and the 
Loire Valley. Touraine is full of sauvignon bargains, witness 
the fruit-forward style of Domaine de la Renaudie 2020 (ref 
LO16601, £9.50). Dig deeper and you’ll find Cheverny, a small 
satellite region producing razor-sharp, vivid sauvignon which, 
unusually, includes a smidge of chardonnay – try Cheverny 
Réserve 'Enclos du Petit Chien', Alpha Loire Domaines 2019  
(ref LO16911, £9.50).

Does sauvignon blanc always get a fair 
hearing from connoisseurs and critics?

Matthew Horsley

EXPLORE

Explore our  
complete range of  
sauvignon blanc at
thewinesociety.com 

/sauvignon
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MIXED CASES
A TASTE OF SAUVIGNON BLANC
Making the case for sauvignon blanc.  
Bland and boring it’s not!

Contains one bottle each of:

• South Africa: 'Dirt Track' Sauvignon Blanc  
by Duncan Savage, Western Cape 2021

• Bordeaux: The Society's Bordeaux  
Sauvignon 2020

• Chile: The Society's Chilean  
Limarí Sauvignon Blanc 2020

• Australia: Bleasdale Adelaide 
Hills Sauvignon Blanc 2021

• New Zealand: Grove Mill Marlborough  
Sauvignon Blanc 2020

• Loire: Cheverny Réserve 'Enclos du  
Petit Chien', Alpha Loire Domaines 2019

• Loire: Touraine Sauvignon Blanc,  
Domaine de la Renaudie 2020

• New Zealand: The Society's New Zealand 
Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2020

• Loire: Coteaux du Giennois,  
Domaine de Villargeau 2020

• Bordeaux: Château Thieuley Blanc,  
Bordeaux 2019

• South Africa: Quando Sauvignon  
Blanc, Robertson 2020 

• New Zealand: Neudorf Tiritiri  
Nelson Sauvignon Blanc 2019

Ref MX21141 | £115

SIX FINE SAUVIGNONS
A celebration of the grape’s  
class in both hemispheres.

Contains one bottle each of:

• Loire: Reuilly ‘Les Fossiles',  
Domaine de Reuilly 2020

• New Zealand: Dog Point Marlborough 
Sauvignon Blanc 2020

• Loire: The Society's Exhibition Sancerre 2020
• Bordeaux: Château Doisy-Daëne Sec, 

Bordeaux 2019
• Loire: The Society's Exhibition  

Pouilly-Fumé 2018
• South Africa: Tokara Reserve Collection 

Sauvignon Blanc, Elgin 2020

Ref MX21142 | £97

As the Loire snakes its way into central France it dives 
south, passing Coteaux du Giennois, Sancerre and Pouilly-
sur-Loire; continental regions tempered by the river, whose 
complex, concentrated wines show outstanding freshness. 
The Giennois is an affordable first step and Domaine de 
Villargeau 2020 (ref LO16701, £9.75) is a cracker. Further 
upstream, Pouilly-Fumé, as the name suggests, yields more 
fragrant, aromatic wines, often with the smoky, gun-flint and 
blackberry-leaf aroma displayed in The Society’s Exhibition 
Pouilly-Fumé 2018 (ref LO16591, £16). In Sancerre you’ll find 
the Loire’s most elegant, complex sauvignon, marrying weight 
of fruit with steely character and, often, longevity. Our 2020 
Exhibition example is right on the money (ref LO16561, £16). 
On the banks of the Cher, a tributary of the Loire, attractively 
priced Reuilly offers a similar style to both Sancerre and 
Pouilly-Fumé. Try Reuilly ‘Les Fossiles’, Domaine de Reuilly 
2020 (ref LO16521, £14.95).

Finally, Bordeaux, where sauvignon is joined by both semillon 
and, often, oak, offers France’s fullest, richest and most 
opulent expressions of these two great grapes. Unoaked, 
The Society’s Bordeaux Sauvignon 2020 (ref BW6951, 
£7.95) is the place to start. Château Thieuley’s Bordeaux 
Blanc 2019 (ref BW6731, £9.95), with a touch of barrel, gives 
riper, more tropical fruit with hints of cedar and nutmeg. 
The Dubourdieus at Doisy-Daëne are best known for their 
sweet wines, but their Bordeaux Sec 2019 (ref BW6781, £20) 
is one of the finest expressions of this classic style – rich, 
passionfruit-filled, spicy, 100% sauvignon blanc enveloped in 
creamy richness from barrel fermentation. Truly outstanding.
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EXPLORE

The safest and cheapest way to 
move heavy loads in Roman 

times, including casks of wine, was 
by water. Rivers were vital arteries. 
Trier on the Mosel and Lyon on the 
Rhône were major Roman cities, 
those rivers’ steep banks clothed, 
then as now, with vines. 

The great artery of the Danube is 
lined with cities founded by Romans: 
Vienna, Budapest and Belgrade, 
and the valley slopes of Wachau 
and Krems remain perfect for vines. 
There is still a Roman wine press 
at Piesport, and the Rhône Valley’s 
vines probably predate Rome itself. 
For centuries wine from the remote, 
rugged slopes of the Douro reached 
market by river. Inland Cahors used 
to get its ‘black’ wine to customers 
via the Lot and Garonne to Bordeaux. 
Andalucia’s Guadalquivir is still 
navigable to Seville as it once was 
to Córdoba. The waters of the Tiber 
help moderate the climate for the 
gentle ripening of Barberani’s  
Orvieto grapes. 

So when you open a Mosel, Rhône, 
manzanilla, Port or Douro red, you’re 
not only enjoying a glass of wine. 
You’re drinking history!

Reds
The Society’s French Syrah 2020
The steep granite slopes of the  
mighty, swift-flowing Rhône as it flows 
through the northern part of the valley 
have always suited the syrah vine.  
This has elements from both banks, 
including some from Brézème, south 
of Crozes-Hermitage. Plenty of colour 
and rich, spicy fruit make it perfect for 
autumn drinking. 13.5%
Ref RH60411 
£7.95 bottle | £95 dozen

Cahors Petit Clos,  
Clos Triguedina 2017
The ‘black’ wines of Cahors, famous 
since the Middle Ages, are neither  
black these days nor dependent on  
the flat-bottomed barges that took  
them downstream to Bordeaux.  
This is the best sort of French country 
wine made from young malbec and 
merlot, with rich, full, concentrated 
flavour. Drink now to 2024. 14%
Ref FC40421 
£11.95 bottle | £143 dozen

Esporão Quinta dos Murças 
‘Minas’, Douro 2017
Quinta dos Murças is a beautiful 
property on the north bank of the 
Douro which carves a canyon through 
the wild rocky country from the 
Spanish border down to the Atlantic 
at Porto. This fresh, fruity, fragrant red 
is the modern face of traditional Port 
grapes. Drink now to 2025. 13.5%
Ref PW8451    
£12.95 bottle | £155 dozen

The Society’s Exhibition  
Rioja Reserva 2015
The poplar-lined river Ebro winds 
through the heart of Rioja Alta, itself 
the highest part and heart of the 
region and its wines. La Rioja Alta, the 
superb traditional winery that shares 
its name, makes our full, yet graceful 
Exhibition wine now silky, mature and 
a joy. Drink now to 2023. 14%
Ref SP16331 
£16 bottle | £192 dozen

 THE WINES THEY  
HAVE GIVEN US 

Rivers

Sebastian Payne
MASTER OF WINE
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The impressive Château de Chenonceau which 
gives its name to the new Touraine-Chenonceaux 

appellation used for the best vineyard sites 

Whites, sherry & Champagne 
Orvieto Classico Superiore 
Castagnolo, Barberani 2020
A lovely fragrant white from organically 
cultivated vines, grown by Lake Corbara 
created in the 1950s by a dam on 
the river Tiber, below the Etruscan 
city of Orvieto. The new reservoir 
brought about subtle climatic changes 
beneficial to local grape growers like the 
Barberanis, the most respected in the 
region. Drink this year and next. 12%
Ref IT32381  2   
£10.50 bottle | £126 dozen

Touraine Chenonceaux, 
Domaine de la Renaudie 2019
The Château of Chenonceau  
bestrides the river Cher before it 
joins the Loire, France’s longest 
river, at Tours. The Chenonceaux 
appellation is more recent but 
well deserved for this charming, 
gentle sauvignon blanc. Drink 
now to 2023. 13.5% 
Ref LO16581  2

£11.95 bottle | £143 dozen

Piesport Riesling Trocken,  
von Kesselstatt 2018
A Roman wine press at the base 
of Piesport’s magnificent south-
facing amphitheatre of vines 
beside the Mosel proves how 
long this site has been valued. 
With peachy bouquet and fresh, 
dry flavour, this would be a good 
match for glazed ham. Drink  
now to 2025. 12.5%
Ref GE14191   2

£11.95 bottle | £143 dozen

Hidalgo Pastrana  
Manzanilla Pasada 
Imagine you are enjoying tapas or 
freshly caught seafood at Casa Bigote, 
close to the mouth of the Guadalquivir at 
Sanlúcar. They will be perfectly matched 
by the slightly salty tang of this dry, nutty 
sherry, produced in a bodega a stone’s 
throw from the river. 15%
Ref SH341A  1

£12.50 bottle | £150 dozen

Stadt Krems Stein Grüner 
Veltliner, Kremstal 2019
Stadt Krems’ vineyards on the north  
bank of the Danube, and proudly  
owned by the town, are ideally suited 
to make full, dry, racy grüner veltliner, 
Austria’s signature grape that is now 
getting the recognition it deserves.  
Drink now to 2025. 13.5%
Ref AA3361   2

£16 bottle | £192 dozen

The Society’s  
Champagne Brut NV
Vines are planted on both banks of  
the river Marne as it flows past Epernay 
on its way to Paris and the fragrant 
pinot meunier, from winemaker Nicolas 
Jaeger’s family’s own vines, plays an 
important role in this extraordinarily  
fine Champagne. 12.5%
Ref CH331  1

£34 bottle | £170 6 for 5
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NTim Sykes
EXPLOREEXPLORE

The left bank
Cabernet sauvignon reigns supreme on the left bank of the Gironde, to 
the north, west and south of Bordeaux city. The wines generally have 
more tannin and structure and keep for longer. But merlot is also important 
here, softening the wines and making them approachable younger.

Château Fonréaud La  
Légende, Haut-Médoc 2012
Haut-Médoc wines tend to have 
more intensity and finesse than 
those labelled simply Médoc. This 
balanced, fully mature example 
from vines just outside the Listrac 
appellation has a cedary bouquet 
and appealing sweet/savoury notes 
on the palate. Drink now to 2023. 13%
Ref CM24941 
£11.95 bottle | £143 dozen

Château Magence, Graves 2010
South of Bordeaux, the Graves produces 
reds with freshness, fine bouquet, 
medium weight and a smooth finish. 
From a top-notch vintage, this 
soft, perfumed, mature blend of 
60% cabernet sauvignon and 40% 
merlot displays notes of violets and 
leather, satisfyingly round tannins 
and a smooth finish. Drink this year 
and next. 13.5%
Ref CM24951 
£14.50 bottle | £174 dozen

Château Coutelin Merville,  
Saint-Estèphe 2014
Deeper soils with more clay give 
muscular, fruity, well-priced wines.  
From the excellent 2014 vintage, this 
has attractive savoury fruit character 
and tannic grip. Can be enjoyed now, 
but has plenty of life ahead.  
Drink now to 2028. 14% 
Ref CM24921 
£20 bottle | £240 dozen

The Society's Exhibition  
Saint-Julien 2018
Saint-Julien produces harmonious 
wines combining power and finesse 
with a rich mid-palate. This, from 
the younger vineyards of one of the 
commune's best-known châteaux, is a 
lovely, approachable wine with dense,  
polished fruit and the commune’s 
hallmark dark fruit notes and depth of 
flavour. Drink now to 2027. 13%
Ref CM23281 
£20 bottle | £240 dozen

Château Tour du Roc  
Milon, Pauillac 2016
Pauillac at its best is deep, intense, full 
and powerful – the iron fist in a velvet 
glove. This benchmark example 
from a well-sited property with 
vineyards planted in deep gravel 
soils is mainly cabernet sauvignon 
and has lovely, pure, intense fruit 
with refined tannins on the finish. 
Drink now to 2030. 13%
Ref CM24931 
£29 bottle | £348 dozen

Bordeaux
communes

Bordeaux’s maritime climate, 
tempered by the Atlantic, the mighty 
Gironde estuary and the Dordogne 
and Garonne rivers is blessed with 
countless microclimates and different 
soils in its wealth of sub-regions, or 
communes. The 10 below demonstrate 
the diversity of claret on offer.

Haut-Médoc

Margaux

Côtes de Bourg

Pomerol

Saint-Emilion

Blaye Côtes  
de Bordeaux

GIRONDE
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MIXED CASE
SIX BORDEAUX COMMUNES
Take a tour of both banks and taste the  
differences between the communes.

Contains two bottles each of the following six wines:

• Château Monconseil-Gazin, Blaye Côtes de Bordeaux 2018
• Château Le Clos du Notaire, Côtes de Bourg 2017
• Château Fonréaud La Légende, Haut-Médoc 2012
• Château Ampélia, Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux 2014
• Château Magence, Graves 2010
• Château du Courlat Cuvée Jean-Baptiste,  

Lussac Saint-Emilion 2011

Ref MX21173 | £149

The right bank
Vineyards to the east of Bordeaux are famous for merlot, which finds its 
ultimate expression on the plateau of Pomerol and the limestone escarpment 
of Saint-Emilion. These are wines with plush texture and generous, ripe, fleshy 
fruit character, often including some cabernet franc for added structure and 
balance. The ‘Côtes’ make some of Bordeaux’s best-value reds.

Château Le Clos du Notaire, 
Côtes de Bourg 2017
Bourg tends to make more robust, age-
worthy wines than neighbouring Blaye. 
This ‘Wine Champion’ is attractively fresh 
with cool, supple fruit texture and fine, 
grainy tannins, from a brilliantly sited 
vineyard directly across the Gironde  
from Margaux. Drink now to 2026. 14%
Ref CB6101 
£10.50 bottle | £126 dozen

Château Ampélia, Castillon  
Côtes de Bordeaux 2014
East of Saint-Emilion, Castillon’s best 
sites can match those of its famous 
neighbour, much more affordably. From 
François Despagne’s small, well-run 
estate, this is mainly merlot with old-vine 
cabernet franc added, displaying pure 
fruit character and a savoury edge.  
Drink this year and next. 12%
Ref CB4661 
£13.95 bottle | £167 dozen

Château du Courlat Cuvée  
Jean-Baptiste, Lussac  
Saint-Emilion 2011
Lussac produces full-bodied wines  
which generally mature more quickly 
than Saint-Emilion proper. Some can 
be rustic, but the best, like this fine, 
dark-fruited merlot-driven claret from 
the respected Bourotte family,  
have depth and an ability to age.  
Drink now to 2024. 14% 
Ref CS10171    
£14.95 bottle | £179 dozen

Château Bel-Air, Pomerol 2016
Plushly textured claret from a small, 
family-owned property in the heart 
of the appellation. Aged in oak for 
18 months, with Pomerol’s hallmark 
richness and ripe fruit character, 
it’s drinking beautifully now and is 
outstanding value. Drink now to 
2031. 14.5%
Ref CS11871 
£24 bottle | £288 dozen

Pomerol

Lussac  
Saint-Emilion

Castillon Côtes 
de Bordeaux

Saint-Emilion

Graves

ENTRE-DEUX-
MERS

DORDOGNE

GARONNE

Château Monconseil-Gazin, 
Blaye Côtes de Bordeaux 2018
Blaye, the most northerly of the right  
bank communes, produces soft, round, 
easy-drinking wines. From a fine 
property run by the Baudet family, this 
generous, velvety wine from two-thirds 
merlot with cabernet sauvignon and a 
little malbec, comes with a generous 
supplier-supported saving. 13%
Ref CB5971 
£9.50 bottle | £99 special dozen price

SAVE £15 per dozen
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Autumn
     savings

The Society's Montepulciano 
d'Abruzzo 2020
Much loved for its ripe cherry  
and strawberry aromas and pure 
fruity rich but refreshing palate,  
this is a great modern version of  
a traditional southern Italian red.  
Food-friendly and very tasty. 13.5% 
Ref IT32411 
£7.50 bottle 
£79 special dozen price

SAVE £11 per dozen

SAVE £14 per dozen

Quinta de Porrais Sete  
Vales Tinto, Douro 2018
Easy-drinking blend of traditional 
Portuguese varieties rounded out  
with a little oak to give a lush, full 
flavour. 14%
Ref PW9091 
£8.25 bottle 
£85 special dozen price

SAVE £16 per dozen

The Society's Chianti  
Rúfina 2018
Perfumed, pure, medium-bodied  
Chianti made especially for us by the 
Gratis from the cooler sub region of 
Rúfina, perfect with the food we love  
so much at this time of year. 12.5%
Ref IT30851    
£9.25 bottle 
£95 special dozen price

SAVE £20 per dozen

Frappato, Terre Sicilia, 
Mandrarossa 2020
Pretty, perfumed red from vineyards 
close to the sea near Menfi, in the 
south of Sicily that stands out for 
its fresh, floral bouquet and wild 
raspberry, light, fruity palate. Great 
lightly chilled with seafood. 13%
Ref IT32691    
£9.95 bottle 
£99 special dozen price

Red wines

This joyous selection of wines, chosen especially 
with autumn eating and drinking in mind, comes 
with discounts courtesy of our big-hearted producers. 
There’s a great mix of flavours and styles, including 
Port and a luscious dessert wine – perfect for tarte  
tatin, so you’ll always have something in your wine  
rack to enjoy no matter what’s cooking. 

Nero d'Avola La Ferla,  
Sicilia 2019
Nero d'Avola retains great freshness 
despite the long Sicilian summer days. 
This juicy red has a soft, full mouthfeel 
with cherry and plum flavours. 13% 
Ref IT30371 
£7.95 bottle 
£80 special dozen price

SAVE £15 per dozen

Undurraga Candelabro  
Itata Cinsault 2020
Juicy and succulent Rhône variety  
made from bush vines planted in 
the 1950s and ‘60s in Chile’s Itata 
Valley. 13.5%
Ref CE11601    
£7.25 bottle 
£76 special dozen price

SAVE £11 per dozen

Viña Zorzal Garnacha,  
Navarra 2020
A fresh and delicious Spanish  
garnacha with bags of charm, red-
berry fruit, plump texture and modest 
weight. A gem with grilled meats or 
paprika-spiked paella. 13.5%
Ref SP16981 
£7.25 bottle 
£76 special dozen price

SAVE £11 per dozen

SAVE £21 per dozen

NEW

Quinta de la Rosa ‘douROSA’ 
Tinto, Douro 2017
A cancelled airline order is our gain in this 
cracking red from a smart address, with 
the floral fragrance from traditional grapes 
(touriga nacional leading the charge), 
balanced by plenty of fruit and supple 
tannins. Drink this year and next. 13.5%
Ref PW8731 
£10.50 bottle 
£105 special dozen price
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SAVE £36 per dozen

Madiran, Domaine  
Pichard 2009
A sunshine vintage in south-west 
France yielding very ripe, dark, brooding 
Madiran. Full, well-built and tannic; 
perfect foil for pork belly or lamb 
shoulder. Drink now to 2023. 14.5%
Ref FC29451 
£15.50 bottle 
£150 special dozen price

SAVE £24 per dozen

Vasse Felix Classic Dry Red 
Margaret River Shiraz 2019
Plush, luxurious and dangerously  
easy to drink. A fruit-forward gem from 
Virginia Willcock, one of Australia's  
most awarded winemakers!  
Drink now to 2024. 14.5%
Ref AU23821    
£11.95 bottle 
£119 special dozen price

SAVE £29 per dozen

NEW

Bogle California  
Petite Sirah 2018
A deep-coloured, full and inky wine 
packed with violets, blackberry and 
bramble, well balanced by vanilla  
oak. A warm embrace as the nights  
draw in. Drink now to 2025. 14.5% 
Ref US9761 
£13.95 bottle 
£138 special dozen price

White wines

SAVE £7 per dozen

Quinta de Porrais  
Sete Vales, Douro 2020
Crisp, light, friendly Portuguese  
white for sipping or serving with 
seafoods or salads. 12.5%
Ref PW9061  2

£6.75 bottle 
£74 special dozen price

SAVE £7 per dozen

Cruz de Piedra Macabeo, 
Calatayud 2020
Soft, fruity and easy-drinking Spanish 
white from macabeo (aka viura) grapes. 
A light touch with no oak to mask the 
clean white-fruit flavours. 13.5% 
Ref SP16251   2   
£6.50 bottle 
£71 special dozen price

SAVE £13 per dozen

Pinot Grigio della Venezie, 
Monopolio 2020
Lovely fresh, crisp white with quince  
and white-pepper spice. Try with 
Rukmini’s lasagne on p18. 13%
Ref IT32591   1

£8.50 bottle 
£89 special dozen price

SAVE £10 per dozen

The Society’s Verdicchio 
Classico 2020
One of Italy's best buys, verdicchio 
makes vibrant, crisp, refreshing 
wines. From an organic single 
vineyard, this is full, dry, with citrus 
and mineral notes, and slips down 
all too easily. 12.5%
Ref IT31521    1   
£7.95 bottle 
£85 special dozen price

SAVE £19 per dozen

NEW

Gambellara Classico,  
Monopolio 2020
A few miles east of Soave,  
Gambellara’s hillside parcels of 
garganega make this charming crisp 
white with attractive peach and apple 
scent and a sleek linear palate. 13%
Ref IT32821   2   
£9.50 bottle 
£95 special dozen price
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SAVE £36 per dozen

Madiran, Domaine  
Pichard 2009
A sunshine vintage in south-west 
France yielding very ripe, dark, brooding 
Madiran. Full, well-built and tannic; 
perfect foil for pork belly or lamb 
shoulder. Drink now to 2023. 14.5%
Ref FC29451 
£15.50 bottle 
£150 special dozen price

SAVE £24 per dozen

Vasse Felix Classic Dry Red 
Margaret River Shiraz 2019
Plush, luxurious and dangerously  
easy to drink. A fruit-forward gem from 
Virginia Willcock, one of Australia's  
most awarded winemakers!  
Drink now to 2024. 14.5%
Ref AU23821    
£11.95 bottle 
£119 special dozen price

SAVE £29 per dozen

NEW

Bogle California  
Petite Sirah 2018
A deep-coloured, full and inky wine 
packed with violets, blackberry and 
bramble, well balanced by vanilla  
oak. A warm embrace as the nights  
draw in. Drink now to 2025. 14.5% 
Ref US9761 
£13.95 bottle 
£138 special dozen price

White wines

SAVE £7 per dozen

Quinta de Porrais  
Sete Vales, Douro 2020
Crisp, light, friendly Portuguese  
white for sipping or serving with 
seafoods or salads. 12.5%
Ref PW9061  2

£6.75 bottle 
£74 special dozen price

SAVE £7 per dozen

Cruz de Piedra Macabeo, 
Calatayud 2020
Soft, fruity and easy-drinking Spanish 
white from macabeo (aka viura) grapes. 
A light touch with no oak to mask the 
clean white-fruit flavours. 13.5% 
Ref SP16251   2   
£6.50 bottle 
£71 special dozen price

SAVE £13 per dozen

Pinot Grigio della Venezie, 
Monopolio 2020
Lovely fresh, crisp white with quince  
and white-pepper spice. Try with 
Rukmini’s lasagne on p18. 13%
Ref IT32591   1

£8.50 bottle 
£89 special dozen price

SAVE £10 per dozen

The Society’s Verdicchio 
Classico 2020
One of Italy's best buys, verdicchio 
makes vibrant, crisp, refreshing 
wines. From an organic single 
vineyard, this is full, dry, with citrus 
and mineral notes, and slips down 
all too easily. 12.5%
Ref IT31521    1   
£7.95 bottle 
£85 special dozen price

SAVE £19 per dozen

NEW

Gambellara Classico,  
Monopolio 2020
A few miles east of Soave,  
Gambellara’s hillside parcels of 
garganega make this charming crisp 
white with attractive peach and apple 
scent and a sleek linear palate. 13%
Ref IT32821   2   
£9.50 bottle 
£95 special dozen price
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SAVE £20 per dozen

Azevedo Loureiro-Alvarinho, 
Vinho Verde 2020
Delicately fragrant, smartly dressed 
blend from long-term supplier Quinta 
de Azevedo, combining the region's 
two best grapes, with little or no  
Vinho Verde spritz. 12%
Ref PW8621   2

£9.95 bottle 
£99 special dozen price

SAVE £15 per dozen

Pecorino Abruzzo,  
Contesa 2020
The local pecorino grape in the 
hands of its champion Rocco Pasetti, 
makes a green-apple scented white 
with refreshing minerality for salads, 
seafood or herb-roasted chicken. 13%
Ref IT31121   1   
£9.95 bottle 
£104 special dozen price

SAVE £20 per dozen

Fiano Sicilia,  
Mandrarossa 2020
Fiano has adapted well to Sicily, 
where it retains its elegance,  
charm and body. Lovely peach  
and apricot flavours here from  
a sun-kissed vintage. 13% 
Ref IT31541   2  
£9.95 bottle 
£99 special dozen price

SAVE £25 per dozen

Anjou Blanc 'Le P'tit Chenin', 
Château de la Roulerie 2020
The lightest of Loire chenins to ease  
you into autumn. Enjoy in the last of  
the long evenings with or without  
food. Drink this year and next. 12%
Ref LO16481   2   
£10.50 bottle 
£101 special dozen price

SAVE £24 per dozen

Vasse Felix Classic Dry White 
Margaret River Semillon-
Sauvignon Blanc 2020
Classic unoaked semillon-sauvignon 
blend from one of Western Australia's 
pioneers. Typical tropical fruit and  
lime-zest flavours on a crisp,  
refreshing palate. Drink now  
to 2023. 13%
Ref AU23811   2   
£11.95 bottle 
£119 special dozen price

SAVE £24 per dozen

Moselle ‘Les Gryphées',  
Château de Vaux 2020
Fresh and delicate but balanced  
white from the tiny Moselle appellation 
of north-east France, just over the 
Vosges mountains from Alsace, with 
aromas of white fruits and flowers. 
Drink now to 2023. 13%
Ref AL16001   2

£12.50 bottle 
£126 special dozen price

SAVE £33 per dozen

Framingham Marlborough 
Sauvignon Blanc 2020
Exuberant and fun, disguising 
complexity, with all the up-front flavours 
of lemon zest and peach you’d expect, 
combined with appealing salinity and 
added texture from a brief stint in oak. 
Drink now to 2023. 13%
Ref NZ12801   2

£13.50 bottle 
£129 special dozen price

Coteaux du Layon 1er Cru 
Chaume, Château de la 
Roulerie 2018
Classic golden nectar with over 100 
grams of residual sugar, with burnished 
orange citrus and honey perfume and 
tempting hints of tarte tatin (for which  
it should make a delicious match). 
Drink now to 2028. 11%
Ref LO15991   7

£25 bottle 
£248 special dozen price

SAVE £52 per dozen

SAVE £12.50 per six

Graham's Natura Reserve Port
A new wine from organic vineyards, 
that’s rich, smooth and ready to go. 
It needs no decanting, just a plate 
of cheese, a comfortable sofa and 
willing friends. 20%
Ref PN261   7

£12.95 bottle 
£65 special six-bottle price

Fortified & 
dessert wines
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Mixed
C A S E S

Autumn Savings Reds
A 12-bottle case containing two  
bottles of each of the following:
• Viña Zorzal Garnacha, Navarra 2020
• Undurraga Candelabro  

Itata Cinsault 2020
• The Society's Montepulciano 

d'Abruzzo 2020
• Château Monconseil Gazin,  

Blaye Côtes de Bordeaux 2018*
• Quinta de la Rosa ‘douROSA’  

Tinto, Douro 2017
• The Society's Chianti Rúfina 2018

Ref MX21145 | £89

*Featured on page 19 & page 35

SAVE £13.50 per case

SAVE £18.60 per case

Autumn Savings Whites
A 12-bottle case containing two  
bottles of each of the following:
• Cruz de Piedra Macabeo,  

Calatayud 2020
• The Society’s Verdicchio  

Classico 2020
• Azevedo Loureiro-Alvarinho,  

Vinho Verde 2020
• Anjou Blanc 'Le P'tit Chenin', 

Château de la Roulerie 2020
• Vasse Felix Classic Dry White 

Margaret River Semillon- 
Sauvignon Blanc 2020

• Fiano Sicilia, Mandrarossa 2020

Ref MX21144 | £95

Autumn Savings Mixed Dozen
A 12-bottle case containing one  
bottle of each of the following:
WHITE
• Pazo de Villarei Albariño,  

Rías Baixas 2020*
• Pecorino Abruzzo, Contesa 2020
• Azevedo Loureiro-Alvarinho,  

Vinho Verde 2020
• Anjou Blanc 'Le P'tit Chenin', 

Château de la Roulerie 2020
• Quinta de Porrais Sete Vales,  

Douro 2020
• Framingham Marlborough  

Sauvignon Blanc 2020

RED
• Viña Zorzal Garnacha, Navarra 2020
• Undurraga Candelabro  

Itata Cinsault 2020
• Château Monconseil Gazin,  

Blaye Côtes de Bordeaux 2018*
• Quinta de la Rosa ‘douROSA’  

Tinto, Douro 2017
• Nero d'Avola La Ferla, Sicilia 2019
• Bogle California Petite Sirah 2018

Ref MX21146 | £99

SAVE £17.80 per case

THEWINESOCIETY.COM  01438 741177 | 39
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C9 10017

Printed on paper from sustainable sources using vegetable inks. 
Fully recyclable (if you’re not keeping or passing on to a friend)

If undelivered, please return to:
The Wine Society, Gunnels Wood Road, Stevenage, SG1 2BT 

thewinesociety.com
01438 741177
@THEWINESOCIETY1874

Enjoy the fruits of 
the season all safely 
gathered in, from 
new finds from 
Down Under and 
the US, comforting 
seasonal recipes, 
tips on decanting 
and much more.

For more members' favourite wines for autumn, see page 16.

1874

Prices valid until Monday 11th  
October, 2021 while stocks last.

FAVOURITE REDS & WHITES  
FOR AUTUMN CASE
A 12-bottle collection of members’ most  
popular wines for drinking as the nights draw in. 
Ref MX21140 | £84

View all the wines in this 
case and place your order at 

thewinesociety.com/favourites
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Enjoy the fruits of 
the season all safely 
gathered in, from 
new finds from 
Down Under and 
the US, comforting 
seasonal recipes, 
tips on decanting 
and much more.

For more members' favourite wines for autumn, see page 16.

1874

Prices valid until Monday 11th  
October, 2021 while stocks last.

FAVOURITE REDS & WHITES  
FOR AUTUMN CASE
A 12-bottle collection of members’ most  
popular wines for drinking as the nights draw in. 
Ref MX21140 | £84

View all the wines in this 
case and place your order at 

thewinesociety.com/favourites
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